THE ROYAL AND URBAN AUTHORITIES IN EMAR:A DIACHRONIC ANALYSIS OF THEIR RELATIONS by YAMADA Masamichi
I. Introduction1 )
With the conquest of Mitani by Šuppiluliuma I in ca. 1325 B.C., the kingdom of Emar (or the land 
of Aštata) on the middle Euphrates was incorporated into the Hitite empire. Although Šuppiluliuma 
assigned it to his son Piyaššili/Šari-Kušu h
˘
 ,king of Carchemish, in principle the Hitites ruled it 
indirectly through its local dynasty. The Emar texts (ca. 1275–1175 B.C.)2) reveal one peculiar feature 
concerning the political structure of this kingdom, i.e., the existence of the two oficial authorities, 
the royal and the urban: the former was represented by the royal palace, and the later by the composite 
body of the city god dNIN.URTA and the city elders. This point was already recognized in the earliest 
phase of research on the Emar texts.3) We see frequently in the published (legal) documents that 
both members of the royal family and dNIN.URTA and the elders sel real estate, and that both the 
palace and dNIN.URTA and the city are mentioned as the recipients of fines to be paid by a claimant 
against the contract.
 Because Emar was a kingdom, though under Hitite control, the urban authority may ultimately 
have been under the royal authority. However, this does not mean ful subordination; rather, the 
former seems to have been more or less in competition with the later. In this respect, D. E. Fleming 
(1992) judged the kingship of Emar to be “limited,” pointing out the fact that in almost al the 
Emar ritual texts, the king was not a central figure, but played only a limited role unlike in other 
states such as Ugarit.4) I also pointed out the folowing: (1) the two authorities used two diferent 
oficial seals; (2) there were two ways to refer to years, one of which was the eponymous type 
used by the urban authority; and (3) the king of Carchemish, suzerain of Emar, evaluated the two 
authorities equaly.5) Based on these negative and positive points, we may reasonably distinguish 
the urban authority from the royal authority in Emar.
 Taking this as a starting point, the present study investigates their diachronic relations. Their 
balance of power wil be examined by observing the distribution paterns of the oficial scribes (§ 
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 1) This is a revised and expanded version of my paper read at the 50th meeting of the Japanese Sumerological Society (Waseda University, 
Tokyo, May 26–27, 2007). When refering to sources (texts and seal impressions) from Emar and its vicinity, I use the folowing 
abbreviations below: ASJ 10-T = Tsukimoto 1988; ASJ 12-T = Tsukimoto 1990; ASJ 13-T = Tsukimoto 1991; ASJ 14-T = Tsukimoto 
1992a (with text no.) and b (without it); ASJ 16-T = Tsukimoto 1994; AuOr 5-T = Arnaud 1987; BLMJE = Westenholz 2000; 
DaM 1-T = Meyer & Wilhelm 1983; Ekalte II = Mayer 2001; Ekalte III = Werner 2004; Emar IV = Beyer 2001; Emar VI = 
Arnaud 1985–87; GsK-T = Sigrist 1993; Iraq 54-T = Daley & Teissier 1992; JCS 34-T = Sigrist 1982; JCS 40-T = Beckman 
1988; RA 77-T = Huehnergard 1983; RE = Beckman 1996a; Sem. 46-T = Arnaud 1996; SMEA 30-T = Arnaud 1992; TS = 
Arnaud 1991; ZA 90-T = Streck 2000. I would like to dedicate this article to Prof. Akio Tsukimoto on his sixty-fifth birthday.
 2) This study folows the chronological framework of the Emar texts as proposed in Yamada 2013, not that in Cohen & d’Alfonso 
2008, which is curently finding general acceptance.
 3) Arnaud 1980: 253, and esp. Tsukimoto 1983. This was when they were preparing the texts for publication.
 4) For example, in the text of the zukur festival celebrated by the citizens of Emar (Emar VI 373), the king plays no ritual role but 
appears as the main sponsor for the oferings and feasting. While Fleming sees here a royal desire to intervene in urban afairs 
(2000: 74), I would see rather a royal atitude of not to interfering with the urban initiative in holding the festival (Yamada 2010: 
120; also 2011: 159f. n. 50).
 5) As summarized in Yamada 2010: 112. A patern similar to the urban authority of Emar, with the seal of the city god and its own 
eponymous years, is observed also in nearby Ekalte (cf. Azu) within the same land of Aštata, as wel as in OA Aššur (Yamada 
1996: 304–307; cf. also Faist 2012: 114f.).
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I), oficial documents (§ II) and stipulations of fine recipients (§ IV and Appendix 1) over the course 
of time. The data for analysis are colected from the legal texts (except for Emar VI 42) of the 
Syrian type meeting at least one of the folowing conditions: (1) can be classified as a royal and/or 
an urban document;6) (2) was writen by a royal or an urban scribe; (3) refers to a specific year 
(using either a year-name-type or eponymous-type designation); or (4) includes a stipulation of fines. 
Al the colected data are shown at the end of this paper and classified by scribe (List 1) and also 
by document type (List 2).
 Through the analyses of these data, it can be seen that the greatest changes came about during 
the reign of Zu-Aštarti. So, in § V I focus on his reign and discuss the unique role he played in 
strengthening the kingship. Furthermore, so we can understand the situation in Emar in longer 
perspective, § VI and Appendix 2 deal with the comparative data of the Ekalte texts (List 3), which 
are dated to the period before the Hitite conquest mentioned above. Finaly, in § VI, by synthesizing 
the above investigations, I reconstruct the process of the development of the royal authority in the 
land of Aštata, most of which took place in Emar.
II. Oficial Scribes
As shown in my recent study (Yamada 2013: 131f.), we can recognize the folowing as oficial scribes 
atested in the Emar texts:
 (1) Royal scribes: Abda, Abi-kapi, Baba, EN(Belu)-malik, Dagali, Ea-damiq, Imlik-Dagan, Iš-
Dagan, and Mašru- h
˘
 amis7)
 (2) Urban scribes: Alal-abu, Dagan-EN(belu), E h
˘
 li-Kuša, Marduk-mubali t
˙
, and Rašap-ili
Let us start with the urban scribes using List 1. As I explained in my paper, al of them can be 
safely dated to the early period of the Emar texts, i.e., the reigns of Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan, the first atested 
king, and probably of his son dIM-kabar (Yamada 2013: 135–137). Since they always use eponymous 
years for year dates while the royal scribes almost never use them,8) the close connection between 
eponymous year dates and the urban authority is obvious.9) Such eponymous years are used by non-
oficial scribes, too: Ali(?)-malik, Dagan-ba li, I h
˘
 i-Nabium, Ir ib-dIM, Sin-a h
˘
 am-iddinam, X-dIM and 
anonymous/PN-broken ones (Emar VI 13; BLMJE 4). Although their texts are private, i.e., non-
 6) I.e., is a text of the ‘R’ (royal and non-urban), ‘U’ (urban and non-royal), or ‘R&U’ (royal and urban) type, for the definitions of 
which see Yamada 2013: 131. Strictly speaking, ‘royal documents’ would mean al the R documents and those of the R&U ones 
writen by the royal scribes, while ‘urban documents’ would refer to al the U documents and the R&U ones writen by the urban 
scribes. But in this study, I wil use these terms generaly, the former for both the R and R&U documents and the later for both 
the U and R&U ones. The folowings are samples of documents (real-estate sales) of the R, U and R&U types in excerpts:
  R (TS 55): “.. (This is) the field of PN. From PN, the owner of the field, PN2 has bought the field for 60 shekels of refined 
silver, the ful price. .. The one who in the future makes a claim on the field (shal) pay 2,000 (shekels) of silver to the palace. .. 
(The first) witness: Zu-<Aš>tarti, the king, son of dIM-kabar. .. (The last) witness: Imlik-Dagan, the scribe.” (The fine stipulation 
is abbreviated below as P/2, for P[alace]/2[000].)
  U (TS 18): “.. (This is) the field of dNIN.URTA. From dNIN.URTA and the elders of Emar, the owners of the field, the people 
of PN have bought (the field) for 11 shekels of refined silver as the ful price. .. The one who in the future makes a claim on 
the field (shal) pay 1,000 (shekels) of silver to dNIN.URTA (and) 1,000 (shekels) of silver to the city. (The first) witness: Limi-
šara, son of Ir ib-dIM. .. [(The last) witness: E h
˘
 li-K]u[š]a, the scribe. ..” (The fine stipulation is abbreviated below as dN&C/1×2, 
for 1[000] paid to 2 entities, dN[IN.URTA] and the C[ity].)
  R&U (TS 3): “.. (This is) the field of dNIN.URTA. From dNIN.URTA and the elders of Emar, the owners of the field, PN 
has bought the field for 100 (shekels) of silver, the ful price. .. The one who in the future makes a claim on the field (shal) pay 
1,000 (shekels) of silver to dNIN.URTA (and) 1,000 (shekels) of silver to the city. (The first) witness: dIM-kabar, son of Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan. .. 
(The last) witness: Abi-kapi, the scribe.”
 7) We may add Adda of TS 5 (R&U) here, in view of the fact that al of its witnesses but himself (l. 46–47a) are refered to also 
in a text of the above Abi-kapi (TS 6: 25–27, 32; cf. also Yamada 2013: 146f., Appendix 2I-K, M).
 8) When the royal scribes refer to specific years, which they do only occasionaly, they use the year-name type of designation. The 
only possible exception to this is found in RE 16: 37, writen by Abi-kapi: MU DUMU? x x x x, “the year: son(?) of ..” (see 
below).
 9) Probably the eponymous years were oficial year dates of Emar at that time (Yamada 1995: 104; 1996: 301f.).
royal/urban, documents, the above connection suggests that they may have been included among 
the urban scribes. Here, it is interesting to note that al of these also (except for the scribe of Emar 
VI 13, which is preserved only in fragments) can be dated to the above-mentioned period, but not 
later (Yamada, ibid.). No mater whether these scribes were actualy urban scribes or not, on the 
basis of these points, we may conclude that the urban scribes were active and the eponymous years 
were used only in the early period.
 On the other hand, it is interesting to note that as far as the more or less datable texts (esp. 
the royal documents) are concerned, the earliest year reference of the year-name type is found in 
Zu-Aštarti’s reign (Emar VI 256: 10).10) This suggests that in the early period even royal scribes, 
such as Abi-kapi in RE 16, could use eponymous years. Taking this possibility into account, it would 
be unnecessary to assume the existence of the two royal scribes named Abi-kapi (A and B), which 
I took once as a working hypothesis (Yamada 2013: 132f.).11) Therefore, now I abandon this 
interpretation and recognize just one royal scribe named Abi-kapi.
 Unlike the urban scribes, the royal scribes were active throughout the period covered by the 
Emar texts. For example, the folowing scribes corespond to the folowing kings’ reigns:
 Abi-kapi Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan, dIM-kabar, (Zu-Aštarti),12) Pilsu-Dagan
 EN-malik Pilsu-Dagan, (Eli)13)
 Ea-damiq Pilsu-Dagan, Eli
 Imlik-Dagan Zu-Aštarti, (Pilsu-Dagan at least)14)
 Iš-Dagan Pilsu-Dagan, Eli
However, it is worth noting that for the reigns of the early kings, i.e., Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan and dIM-kabar, 
we know only two active scribes with certainty: Abi-kapi and Abda (TS 86 for the later king). 
Although this may be accidental due to the situations of the legal (and unfortunately ilegal) 
excavations on the site, the existence of at least five urban scribes for this period cannot be ignored. 
This suggests that the royal scribes were less active than their urban coleagues in the early period.
 The distribution patern of the oficial scribes in terms of period can be summarized as in Table 1 
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10) One may object to this point, insisting that “the year of the hostility (and) distress” (Emar VI 111: 36) is to be regarded as an atestation 
of the year-name type in the early period, because the same Idda-Da (or DUMU Dada?) is refered to in l. 29 of this text and in 
l. 43 of Emar VI 109, which is dated to that period (see Yamada 2013: 137). However, this seems unlikely. Since Emar VI 111 
was writen by the scribe dIM-gamil, who refers elsewhere to “the year (when) the king of the people of H
˘
  ur[ri harmed] Emar” 
(RE 77: 34f.), it seems natural to regard the above-mentioned year in Emar VI 111: 36 (and also Iraq 54-T 2: 33) as refering to 
this H
˘
  urian atack (Beckman 1996a: 98), which is to be dated to the reign of Pilsu-Dagan (see Emar VI 42; ASJ 12-T 7). This 
point can be confirmed by the folowing observation: Emar VI 109 belongs to the generation of “Abda, son of Nuniya” (l. 12), 
whereas Emar VI 111 to that of “dIM-ma, son of Abda” (l. 8), i.e., his son.
11) For possible explanations of other problems caused by the understanding that there was a sole royal scribe Abi-kapi, see Yamada 
2013: 132 n. 33, 135 n. 46. On the rare witness(es) common to the texts of Abi-kapi A and B, see n. 41 below.
12) The scribes who wrote the texts refering to Prince Abbanu as the first witness are Abi-kapi, Adda and ones whose PNs are unknown 
(see List 2.1: R3x). We may regard al these texts as belonging to the reign of Zu-Aštarti, Abbanu’s brother, since Abbanu is otherwise 
refered to as a witness only in Zu-Aštarti’s texts (for refs. see n. 44 below), not even in those of his father dIM-kabar or of his 
other brother Pilsu-Dagan.
13) The three EN-malik texts in which Prince dIM-kabar, son of Eli, appears as the first witness (see List 2.1: R5x) are to be dated 
to the reign of Eli (Yamada 2013: 134).
14) The two Imlik-Dagan texts in which Prince Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan, son of Pilsu-Dagan, appears as the first witness (see List 2.1: R4x) can 
be dated to the reign of either Pilsu-Dagan or Eli in theory (Yamada 2013: ibid.). Since it is dificult to assume a chronological 
gap for Imlik-Dagan’s activity during the reign of Pilsu-Dagan and actualy one of them, RE 28, can safely be dated to his reign 
(see ibid.: 130 n. 25), I treat them as belonging to Pilsu-Dagan’s reign in Tables 2–3 below.
Table 1　Active Periods of the Oficial Scribes by Reign
R4R3bR3aR2R1
+++++Royal scribes
–––(+)+Urban scribes
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(for abbreviations see the top of the data list).
We may conclude that it was only in the early period that both the royal and urban scribes 
were active; at that time the later may even have been dominant. At least from the reign of Zu-Aštarti 
(R3a) on, however, only the royal scribes were active; the urban scribes had disappeared and the 
eponymous years were no more in use.
III. Oficial Documents
On the basis of the data aranged in List 2, the distribution patern of the oficial documents by 
type in terms of period can be summarized as folows:
Like the scribes who wrote them, the U documents appear only in the early period (see § I). Although 
no R document has been atested for Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan (R1), Ekalte I 70 of the R type (see List 3) suggests 
that it would not be surprising if this type of text was writen in his reign. As noted above, al the 
texts of Prince Abbanu (R3x) are to be dated to the reign of Zu-Aštarti (R3a), his brother. The 
distribution of type and first witness during the reign implies that during his reign, the task of 
authorizing the royal documents by standing as the first witness was divided between the brothers: 
King Zu-Aštarti took charge of the R type only, assigning the R&U type to Prince Abbanu (Yamada 
2013: 134).
 Thus, we may conclude that while the U documents belong to the early period only, both R 
and R&U documents were writen throughout the whole period of the Emar texts. Since the abolition 
of U documents means in actuality their absorption into the R&U documents,15) this apparently 
indicates Zu-Aštarti’s purpose was to strengthen the kingship. Furthermore, although most probably 
the early king(s) had been authorizing both R and R&U type documents as the first witness, that 
role was divided in his reign. One may see here, too, Zu-Aštarti’s above purpose in his specializing 
the role of the king.16) However, this systematic separation was not taken over by his successors; 
both Pilsu-Dagan (R3b) and Eli (R4) appear as the first witness in R&U documents.
 When dealing with the oficial documents, we cannot ignore the problem of oficial seals. So, 
let us investigate their sealing paterns. In a previous study (Yamada 1994), on the basis of the 
available data at the time, I noted the folowing corespondences between the types of the documents 
and the sealing: R — the dynastic seal (= DS); U — the dNIN.URTA seal (= NS); and R&U — 
both seals.
 Since then the sealing data of Emar VI and TS (ME only) have been published by D. Beyer 
in Emar IV,17) whereas those of RE and several other texts are stil unavailable.18) The much-expanded 
15) Note that the R&U documents can be regarded as U documents with a king or prince as the first witness.
16) More accurately, in downgrading the urban authority as expressed in the replacement of its royal partner with the lower-ranking prince. 
On the other hand, in another reform he strengthens the kingship by upgrading the royal authority (see § IV below).
17) The dNIN.URTA seal = Emar IV E1a-b, and the dynastic seal = Emar IV E2a-d (see Beyer 2001: 197f., 206–209, 430–437). It 
is interesting to note that the later is refered to as “the seal of dIM-kabar” in TS 86: 40. This tablet is ME 14 (Arnaud 1991: 
141; see also Beyer 2001: Pl. 40d), not ME 21 as Beyer says (ibid.: 198, 436). As pointed out by Fleming (2008: 33 n. 20), his 
classification of the dynastic seal impressed on Emar VI 148 is not consistent: E2a? (Beyer 2001: 433) vs. E2b? (ibid.: Pl. 17b). 
Note also that the ful sealing data of the Emar tablets belonging to the Bible Lands Museum Jerusalem are now available in BLMJE. 
Al the restorations of the oficial sealings in Lists 1–2 (as wel as List 3) are mine.
18) Besides RE, information is lacking on the folowing texts included in Lists 1–2: AuOr 5-T 2, 7, 15; Sem. 46-T 2; SMEA 30-T 2, 
Table 2　Distribution of the Oficial Documents by First Witness
R5xR4R4xR3bR3xR3aR2R1
++++–++–R
++–++–++R&U
––––––(+)+U
data reconfirms the above paterns in principle (cf. Balza 2008: 155–164). The use of the oficial 
seals is clearly linked with the type of oficial document. At the same time, however, we find the 
folowing several exceptions mentioned in the literature:
 (1a) R without DS impression   19)
 (1b) R with NS impression Emar VI 8, 17, 156, 15920)
 (2a) U without NS impression   
 (2b) U with DS impression Emar VI 148; TS 14(?)
 (3a) R&U without DS impression Iraq 54-T 421)
 (3b) R&U without NS impression   
 (4) ? with NS impression Emar VI 196(?)
Among these occurences, two cases are doubtful. Firstly, Fleming (2008: 33f. n. 20), on the basis 
of the photographs of the tablet (Beyer 2001: Pl. 38b-d), corectly pointed out that there is no 
impression of the dynastic seal on TS 14 (ME 4). Secondly, the sealing of the dNIN.URTA seal on 
Emar VI 196 (fragment) is hardly conceivable, since this seems to be a text of the Syro-Hitite type 
(Yamada 1995: 109; van Exel 2010: 83) in view of the set expression in l. 6‘b-7’ (cf. Démare-Lafont 
2010: 49, 51f., 58, 62 [1.2.b1]) and the blank space for the sealing on the reverse after the text 
(see Arnaud 1985–87/2: 666 [Msk 74328]).22) Thus, in these two cases, the above statements by 
Beyer (2001: 433f.) can be seriously doubted: TS 14 should not be regarded as exceptional case 
(i.e., no DS impression) and it seems Emar VI 196 should not be included in Lists 1–2 at al.
 If this is corect, we may evaluate the use of the dynastic seal as quite systematic: it was impressed 
on al the R and R&U documents, and there appear to be only two exceptions, once additional (2b) 
and once subtractive (3a). Similarly, the dNIN.URTA seal appears on al U and R&U documents, 
and it is exceptionaly on four R documents as wel (1b).23) It is interesting to note here that according 
to their first witnesses, these four texts cover a substantial period of the Emar texts: dIM-kabar (Emar 
VI 156), Zu-Aštarti (no. 17) and Pilsu-Dagan (nos. 8, 159).
 Al of these six exceptional texts (of 1b, 2b and 3a) are important when we consider the relations 
between the royal and urban authorities in detail. In this respect, Emar VI 17 is particularly 
noteworthy. According to this text, after suppressing a revolt in Emar (l. 1–21), King Zu-Aštarti 
nominates Kunazu, one of the two men noted for their deeds, as a priest (l. 22–24).24) Since the 
rebels were ordinary citizens of Emar together with lower- and upper-class people (see Yamada 2013: 
135 and n. 44), it can be easily understood that the king felt it necessary to obtain the support of 
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4, 18; TS 35 (CK 6), 47 (CK 8). As for AuOr 5-T 1–7, 10, 15, 17 in those lists, the sealing data for the oficial seals of nos. 
4–6, 10 and 17 (republished in ASJ 12–13) were made available to me courtesy of Prof. Akio Tsukimoto, and Beyer treated nos. 
1 (ME 112), 3 (ME 113), 10 (ME 107) and 17 (ME 105) in his work (see 2001: 435, 484).
19) Emar VI 42 could be regarded as such a case. However, since this is a copy of three royal inscriptions, no sealing would be expected.
20) I do not take ASJ 12-T 7b as an exception, since the text ASJ 12-T 7 includes two transactions (a and b), and its sealing patern 
reflects the first transaction (R&U).
21) It is possible to regard GsK-T 6 as such a case, since “the king and (the city of) Emar” nominate a religious personnel in it (l. 
20–24). The reasons for my taking it as a U document are: (1) “Emar” is refered to as the first witness together with the nominee 
Li-šara (l. 36), but the king is not a witness; and (2) the dNIN.URTA seal is impressed, but the dynastic seal is not.
22) Note also a reference to “the year of distress” of the year-name type in l. 2’, which is alien to the U documents (cf. List 2.2) but 
not uncommon in texts of the Syro-Hitite type (cf. Yamada 1995: 109f.).
23) As for AuOr 5-T 17, the testament of Ištabu with the impression of the dNIN.URTA seal, note that its main topic is the disinheritance 
of his son H
˘
  u h
˘
 a by his breaking H
˘
  u h
˘
 a’s staf. The intervention of an oficial (in this case, the urban) authority here is wel 
understandable, since the establishment of disinheritance was a public, not a fuly private, mater (cf. Laws of H
˘
  ammurabi § 168; 
see Roth 1997: 113). In this sense, AuOr 5-T 17 can be regarded as U document. Cf. Emar VI 256, which deals with another 
similar disinheritance of son, which was confirmed by the royal authority (R document sealed with the dynastic seal).
24) On the basis of his colation of the tablet, J.-M. Durand proposes reading: (22) ù Iku-na-za dumu t[u-ra ..] (23) a-na ìr d[nin-hur-
sag]-gá* (24) at-ta-din. “Lors, Kunaza, fils de Tura.. au service de la déesse Šalaš j’ai donné” (Durand & Marti 2003: 142); cf. 
also (23) a-na ìr d[  ]x (24) at-ta-din (Arnaud 1985–87/3: 27). However, no direct speech is expected here. In view of the handcopy 
(ibid./1: 41), I would suggest reading the verb (l. 24) as um!-ta-dì, “he (RN) has nominated (PN as the servant of [D]N).”
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the urban authority for ensuring the nomination.25)
 As for the rest, however, unfortunately at present I cannot explain why the two oficial seals 
were used iregularly there. This problem remains a task for future studies.
IV. Stipulations of Fines
This section examines how the stipulations of fines difer in the types of oficial documents. The 
data of the recipients of fines in those documents (see Lists 2.1–2), particularly the real-estate sales,26) 
can be summarized as folows (note: * = with variants):27)
Although admitedly there are occasional variants (see below), we may extract here some general 
paterns. First of al, the U documents date only to the early period and have dN&C (= dNIN.URTA 
and the city)28) as the recipients. They are the recipients observed on the R&U documents also, through 
al the periods. However, in the R documents the recipients changed from dN&C to P (= palace) 
in the reign of Zu-Aštarti (R3a).29) Thus, when looking at the data totaly, we can observe that 
although in the early period al the oficial documents (R, U, R&U) had dN&C as the recipients, 
25) However, the dNIN.URTA seal impressed on Emar VI 17, NSb (a copy of the normal NSa), which is not atested for any other 
Emar tablet treated by Beyer (2001: 207), is problematic. What does this mean in the above context? Although usualy, of course, 
the urban authority used the dNIN.URTA seal (NSa), perhaps it may be corect here that “Zū-Aštarti .. was forced to use an inferior 
copy of the Ninurta seal (Emar IV E1b)” (Cohen & d’Alfonso 2008: 8). In this case, the use of NSb suggests that since Zu-Aštarti 
actualy failed to obtain the urban support, he forged a dNIN.URTA seal. If so, this must have been an act of explicit disregard of 
the urban authority.
  On the other hand, the dynastic seal DSc, which is impressed only here (Beyer 2001, 209), is also quite enigmatic. According 
to Beyer’s data (ibid.: 432–435), it seems that during his reign, Zu-Aštarti used a new dynastic seal (DSb), while Prince Abbanu 
used the old one (DSa), except in one case, DSb on Emar VI 2 (see List 2.1: R3a and R3x). The production of DSc and its use 
on Emar VI 17 would indicate that both DSa and DSb were for some reason unavailable to Zu-Aštarti at sometime after the suppression 
of the revolt. How can we explain this situation? One possible explanation may be that Abbanu (had) betrayed the king and deprived 
him of them at the time of the revolt. Cf. Cohen & d’Alfonso 2008: 8f.
26) I make much use of this type of text because of the convenience for comparison, in view of the relatively large number of texts 
of each document type, the similarity of the contents within an almost uniform format, and the frequency of reference to the stipulations 
of fines.
27) Taking into account the amount of silver, the two paterns looked at below can generaly be expressed as dN&C/1×2 and P/2 (or 
P/1). As for the R documents of dIM-kabar (R2) in List 2.1, I take dN&C as the standard patern in view of the three real-estate 
sales (al writen by Abi-kapi: ASJ 14-T and RE 14 vs. Emar VI 156). Although admitedly it may be also possible to claim there 
is no fixed patern for al five documents, it should be emphasized at least that P never appears there alone.
28) Note that whatever the exact substance of dN or C may have been (see, e.g., Faist 2012: 113–118 with n. 12; Oto 2012: 96), as 
legal terms, they seem to have been conceived as equivalent. In this respect, let us look at, for example, TS 11, a sale document 
of two fields owned by “dNIN.URTA” (l. 15). Here, for one field (l. 1f.), each of its sides is said to be adjacent to “the city” 
(l. 4–7), i.e., a field owned by the city (see Tsukimoto 1992: 208 on AuOr 5-T 6 [= ASJ 12-T 15]: 5, 8; cf. Beckman 1996a: 68 
on RE 49: 4–6), as confirmed by Ekalte I 7: 6–8 (see immediately below). Thus it is apparent that the urban authority owned a 
cluster of fields on the left bank of the Euphrates near Emar (l. 1) and that in TS 11 it sold a middle field (the field of dNIN.URTA), 
which was surounded by its other fields (the city). Based on this, we may regard these two terms as interchangeable.
  Furthermore, we see in Ekalte I 7, another field-sale document, that each of the three fields adjacent to “the field of Ba  laka 
and the city” (l. 9f.) is caled “the field of the city” (l. 6–8; cf. also 6: 6, 8 vs. 10f.). Apparently both refer to the fields owned 
by the urban authority. This indicates that in Ekalte “the city” is an abbreviation of “Ba  laka and the city.” Probably the situation 
was paralel in Emar.
  On the basis of the above, we may regard both ‘dN’ and ‘C’ as abbreviations of ‘dN&C,’ the ful expression of the urban authority 
in Emar. So, al three terms are substantialy equivalent.
29) Cf. Démare-Lafont 2008: 209–211; Fleming 2008: 39; van Exel 2010: 73f., 77.
Table 3　Standard Recipients of Fines
R5xR4R4xR3bR3xR3aR2R1
–P*PP*–PdN&C*–R
dN&CdN&C–dN&CdN&C*–dN&CdN&CR&U
dN&C*U
from Zu-Aštarti’s reign on, the recipients in the remaining oficial documents were divided: whereas 
dN&C remained in the R&U documents folowing the convention, P alone appeared in the R docu-
ments as the new recipient. This reform is a clear indication of strengthening the kingship by Zu-
Aštarti, the efect of which must have been amplified in linkage with the other paralel reform to 
separate the first witnesses in the R and R&U documents in order to downgrade the urban authority 
(see § II). However, of this pair of separative reforms, what his successors chose to take over in 
principle was only the one involving the recipients of fines, not both.
 On the other hand, the variant recipients are as folows (note: bold face for emphasis; /PN = scribal 
name):
 (A) Variants of dN&C30)
  ＊ U docs.: dN, P&C31) (Emar VI 153/Rašap-ili!), dN, C&P (TS 14/broken), as wel as  (AuOr 
5-T 17/Dagan-ba li)
  ＊ R docs. of dIM-kabar (R2): #2&C (Emar VI 156/Abi-kapi), as wel as A (Emar VI 14/Abi-
kapi), P32)&C (TS 86/Abda)
  ＊ R&U docs. of Abbanu (R3x):  (Emar VI 3/broken), C&P (Emar VI 11/broken)
 (B) Variants of P
  ＊ R docs. of Pilsu-Dagan (R3b): C&A (Emar VI 20/anonymous),  (Emar VI 159/Abi-kapi, 
as wel as no. 180/EN-malik), dN (ASJ 12-T 7b/Abi-kapi), dN&C (ASJ 12-T 16/Dagali), 
P&C (RE 3/EN-malik)
  ＊ R docs. of Eli (R4): P&A (Emar VI 172/broken), C&A (ASJ 12-T 1/Dagali)
The recipients can be divided into the folowing two groups:
 (1) Oficial elements: C, dN, dN&C, P
 (2) Private elements: A (= ‘brothers’), C&A, #2 (= purchaser),  (= unspecified recipient)
33)
Among the iregular appearances of the elements of (1), the additional P in TS 86 can be easily 
explained: King dIM-kabar was personaly involved in drawing up this document (l. 6–11). As for 
the additional P in Emar VI 11, the only reference to this element in al the R&U documents, we 
may recognize some influence of the above-mentioned reform by King Zu-Aštarti. On the additional 
P in two of the ARANA-documents (Emar VI 153; TS 14), I have suggested the connection with 
the original owner of the real estate sold, a past king of Emar.34)
 On the other hand, the dN&U in ASJ 12-T 16, dN in ASJ 12-T 7b and the additional C in RE 
3, al R documents of the post-Zu-Aštarti period, can be regarded as a revival of the convention. 
To this point we wil return later.
 As for the elements of (2) in the royal documents, the C&A (Emar VI 20; ASJ 12-T 1), A 
(Emar VI 14, 172 [additional]), #2 (Emar VI 156 [additional]), and   (Emar VI 159, 180; but cf. 
no. 3) are to be understood as incorporation of the private elements into the royal documents (R). 
The reason for this is clear, at least on the surface level: the maters themselves of these texts are 
private.35) As noted in Appendix 1, the reverse incorporation of the oficial element is found, although 
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30) The C&dN in an R&U document (RE 34) of Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan (R1) and the C in an R&U document (TS 5) of Abbanu (R3x) are not 
regarded as variants here. For the former is a mere variation in writing dN&C, and the later, C/2, considering the amount of silver, 
can be regarded as substantialy the same as dN&C/1×2.
31) For Emar VI 153: 19–21, see Yamada 1993a: 145 n. 15.
32) Reading: a-na [É.G]AL (l. 20); cf. a-na [IdIškur-g]al (Arnaud 1991: 141). Another reference to the palace as a recipient of a fine 
in the early period is found in l. 19 of BLMJE 4, a private document dated with an eponymous year (l. 33’).
33) For these elements, see Appendix 1 below. Although C&A include C, an oficial element, taking into consideration the fact that 
these two are the standard recipients in the private documents, I assign them in combination to this group. Although, in my opinion, 
  actualy denotes C (or dN), I treat it similarly, since its expression is characteristic of the private documents.
34) See Yamada 1993a: esp. 143; but cf. Beckman 1996b; Skaist 1998. As pointed out by Beckman, I forgot to translate a part of the 
texts (1993a: 142). The folowing are the corections (italic part): “.. were given (to the city) for the silver and gold, and the 
silver and gold ..” (TS 14: 23); also “.. were given (to the city) for the silver (and) gold, and the silver (and) gold ..” (15: 7’).
35) Most of these texts are real-estate transactions between citizens, i.e., sale (Emar VI 20, 156, 172?; ASJ 12-T 1) or exchange (Emar 
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only once, in a private document (BLMJE 4 with P). On the other hand, the   (denoting C) in 
AuOr 5-T 17 wel reflects the intervention of the urban authority in the disinheritance of son, originaly 
a private mater (see n. 23 above).
 Although I cannot fuly explain these iregular occurences, they suggest that in terms of the 
stipulations of fines, the three sets of the royal, urban and private documents partly overlap each 
other.
 Before closing this section, let me comment on two royal scribes, Abi-kapi and Dagali. When 
we look at their texts (see List 1), it is interesting to note that we find no P among the recipients 
of fines in their R documents. Dagali uses two standard recipients, the C&A (ASJ 12-T 1) of the 
private documents and the dN&C (ASJ 12-T 16) of the early R (as wel as the urban) documents, 
in the post-Zu-Aštarti period. This is apparently a deviation from the standard established by Zu-
Aštarti.36) In the case of the R documents of Abi-kapi, although the dN&C in ASJ 14-T and RE 14 
(cf. also C in Emar VI 156) are the standard recipients of fine in the early period (see above), other 
recipients he mentions are iregular: private elements (#2 [additional], , as wel as A) and an oficial 
element (dN).37) In contrast to these two, the variations found in the R documents of the scribe EN-
malik, the additional C (RE 3) as wel as the  (Emar VI 180), look like erors, since he usualy folows 
the standard patern in the post-Zu-Aštarti period. One may wonder why he refered to those elements 
only in them.
 In this respect, it is interesting to note that these two texts are dated to the reign of Pilsu-Dagan. 
When looking at Pilsu-Dagan’s R documents (see List 2.1: R3b), one soon realizes that al the iregular 
cases are concentrated in those, particularly those of real-estate transactions, in which he stood as 
the first witness without his son Eli. What does this mean? I think that unlike Zu-Aštarti, Pilsu-
Dagan was tolerant of variation in the recipients of fines in those texts, although he did not reject 
Zu-Aštarti’s introduction of the new recipient P, particularly in the first half of his reign, if we assume 
that documents in which his son does not appear are generaly earlier.38) If this is corect, among 
such tolerated cases, the dN&C (ASJ 12-T 16 by Dagali), dN (ASJ 12-T 7b by Abi-kapi), and also 
the additional C (RE 3 by EN-malik) can be understood as a ful or partial revival of the convention 
(dN&C) in the R documents.
V. Transition of the Balance of Power in Emar
1. The Impact of King Zu-Aštarti
The above examinations of the data point to Zu-Aštarti as the king who made a decisive change in 
Emar. The folowing ‘reforms’ are to be assigned to him:
 (1) Abolition of the eponymous years
 (2) Abolition of the U documents, as wel as of the urban scribes
 (3) Systematic separation of the first witness of the R and of the R&U documents
 (4) Establishment of the palace as the recipient of fines in the R documents
(1) and (2) are closely connected with each other, as the urban scribes used the eponymous years. 
VI 159). Emar VI 14 is a legal agreement (folowing a royal judgment) between brothers on inheritance of a lot (ers 
 ˙
etu). In Emar 
VI 180, a certain Šaddiya decides to alienate his share of the family property to his brother (reading l. 9: a-na mPN [ŠEŠ-š]u-nu). 
Thus these two texts deal with the family afairs.
  On the other hand, as for Emar VI 3, taking  as denoting C (or dN) fits wel (see n. 80 below). However, what is enigmatic 
is why this expression characteristic of private documents is used in an R&U document in which the transaction itself is not private.
36) Looking at List 1, we note that al the texts of real-estate sale (R type) of Zu-Aštarti writen by Imlik-Dagan consistently have 
P/2. A similar consistency can be seen for the scribe Iš-Dagan (with P/2 and 1), too, in his texts of real-estate sales.
37) If it is corect that Abi-kapi was downgraded to serving Prince Abbanu in Zu-Aštarti’s reign (see Yamada 2013: 135 n. 46), one 
of the reasons may have been his disobedience to the new standard established by the king.
38) Note that such a variation is not found in the R documents which he witnessed together with Eli (al real-estate sales). This suggests 
that in the second half of his reign, Pilsu-Dagan changed his atitude and folowed the new standard (P) established by Zu-Aštarti.
These measures indicate that Zu-Aštarti constrained the independence of the urban authority, depriving 
it of its own year dates and documents. Furthermore, since (2) substantialy means absorption of 
the U documents into the R&U documents, it also should be understood as a measure to strengthen 
the royal authority, as were (4) and (3), which specialized the role of the king (see § II). Thus, 
the intention of al these reforms is evident: centralization of power in the royal authority. Then, 
one may ask, what was happening in the Emar dynasty at that time?
 Several peculiarities can be noted concerning this king, Zu-Aštarti. Firstly, his reign must have 
been short, as the number of his texts is smal and he was succeeded on the throne not by his son, 
but by his brother Pilsu-Dagan. Secondly, al his texts were writen by Imlik-Dagan alone, a scribe 
unknown in the preceding period. Thirdly, he is always refered to with the title LUGAL, “king” 
(Cohen & d’Alfonso 2008: 9).39) Fourthly, in his reign a revolt broke out in Emar, most probably 
against his centralistic politics, and he suppressed it (Emar VI 17). Furthermore, we can point out 
disconnection of the members of his court from those in the preceding reign of dIM-kabar, his father.
 In this respect, it is worth noting that including Zu-Aštarti himself, there is found no common 
witness between his texts and those of his predecessors (dIM-kabar40) and Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan). This is an 
unusual feature in the royal documents in Emar. However, the texts of his brother Abbanu and 
those of dIM-kabar have one or possibly two witness(es) in common. They are Šadi-Da, son of 
Namarti, and possibly Ir ib-dIM, son of  H
˘
 atani, to whom the scribe Abi-kapi refers.41) Based on 
the above observations, one may surmise that most entourage of dIM-kabar were purged by the new 
king Zu-Aštarti and that the remnants were (al?) assigned to Prince Abbanu. It is easy to suspect 
here a serious colision between father and son, although we cannot go so far as to assert that Zu-Aštarti 
usurped the throne from dIM-kabar. His radical reforms, which rejected his father’s policies, should 
be understood against this background.
 A similar disconnection can also be seen between the reign of Zu-Aštarti and that of Pilsu-Dagan. 
We know that, including Pilsu-Dagan himself, the texts of these two brothers have no witness in 
common, although three common witnesses are atested between the texts of Zu-Aštarti and those 
of Eli, son of Pilsu-Dagan and the last known king (Balza 2009: 96 with n. 78).42) On the other 
hand, the texts of Abbanu and those of Pilsu-Dagan share as many as eight witnesses, including 
Pilsu-Dagan himself.43) Furthermore, when comparing the texts of Zu-Aštarti and those of Abbanu, 
the only common witness is Abbanu himself (e.g., Emar VI 256: 36 vs. 2: 31). These points indicate 
that Pilsu-Dagan replaced the royal court staf when he ascended the throne, purging those of King 
Zu-Aštarti and caling in the entourage of Prince Abbanu.44) Taking into account also the short 
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39) In view of this fact, Arnaud’s reading (1985–87/3: 26), mzu-aš-tar-ti <LUGAL> URU.e-mar.KI, in Emar VI 17: 17 is to be defended 
(Yamada in press; cf. Durand & Marti 2003: 142).
40) As noted in Balza 2009: 96 with n. 78. It is interesting to note when considering the witness lists in the royal documents, that 
those of dIM-kabar (son of Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan) are unique in that they never include a son or brother as a witness. Perhaps this reflects 
some discord within the royal family at the time. Cf. Démare-Lafont 2008: 210f.; Balza 2009: 85f.
41) See Yamada 2013: 132 and Table 2. These at most two common witnesses are quite important in that despite the disconnection, 
they literaly witness the continuation from the reign of dIM-kabar to that of Zu-Aštarti. Therefore, in this case, it is misleading 
to use the paucity of common witnesses between the early and late phases of a scribe (Abi-kapi) as the basis for assuming two 
diferent scribes with the same name, as I did previously (ibid.: 132f.).
42) I.e., Zu-Eya and Ibni-Dagan, sons of A h
˘
 i-malik (e.g., RE 8: 48f. vs. Emar VI 142: 24–26), and A h
˘
 i-abu, son of EN-malik (RE 
8: 50; 79: 30f. vs. BLMJE 11: 17’). For these individuals, who were probably not taken up by Pilsu-Dagan as members of his 
own staf, see Yamada 2013: 134f.
43) For Pilsu-Dagan, Abda (son of H
˘
  emi), Abi-kapi (the scribe), Baba (son of Addiya), Ir ib-dIM (son of H
˘
  atani; see above), Rašap-
lai (son of Kira), and Šadi-Da (son of Dagan-ka), see Yamada 2013: 146f., Appendix 2 (esp. K-N). Note also Baba, son of Dadu 
(RE 71: 31 vs. 29: 35).
44) Then, why do not Abbanu himself and Abi-Rašap, the ‘lost princes,’ appear in Pilsu-Dagan’s texts? Although earlier I suggested 
that they might have participated in the failed revolt and then were executed or purged by King Zu-Aštarti (Yamada 2013: 134f.), 
that is simply wrong for Abi-Rašap. He is invariably the second witness in al of Zu-Aštarti’s texts including Emar VI 17, which 
reports the suppression of the revolt, i.e., a prince rather cooperative with the king. So, it must have been Pilsu-Dagan who purged 
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reign of Zu-Aštarti here, one may wonder if Pilsu-Dagan usurped the throne from him through a 
coup d’é-tat. This possibility cannot be excluded. However, even if he did so, it should be noted 
that the reason was probably not opposition to the principle of Zu-Aštarti’s policies, since Pilsu-Dagan 
accepted al his reforms but (3). The return to the convention of being the first witness in both R 
and R&U documents probably reflected his fear that Zu-Aštarti had gone too far in strengthening 
the kingship.45)
2. A Diachronic Reconstruction
Let us put together the discussions on the oficial authorities in Emar up to now. We have examined 
the R, U, and R&U documents, as wel as the private documents with regard to the stipulations of 
fines (Appendix 1). It is interesting to note here that most of the R documents can be regarded as 
private documents with a king or prince as the first witness (= RW1) and the impression of the dynastic 
seal (= DS), and al the R&U documents but one can be regarded as U documents with RW1 and 
DS. In a relatively smal number of the R documents, members of the royal family are personaly 
involved. I wil cal these Ra documents, and the rest of the R documents Rb documents.
46) Based 
on this point, the presence and distribution through time of the five types of documents (counting 
Ra and Rb as two), particularly real-estate sales, can be reconstructed as in Chart 1.
47) The standard 
recipients of fines are given in smaler print, and the underlined types indicate the documents in which 
a king appears as the first witness.
him.
  As for Abbanu, however, I stil think it is possible he was purged. In view of the handcopy of Emar VI 17 (Arnaud 1985–87/1: 
41), the name of the third witness (l. 43) seems likely to have been ab-ba-[nu DUMU h 
˘
e-m]i-[ia], rather than “Ab-ba-[nu še]š-[šu-
ma]” (ibid./3: 27). Although Prince Abbanu is known as the third witness in some of Zu-Aštarti’s texts (Emar VI 256: 36; ASJ 
12-T 8: 25; RE 9: 30), the size of the lacuna and the trace of the sign would not support the reading ŠEŠ, “brother” (of Zu-Aštarti/Abi-
Rašap), here. The other Abbanu, son of H
˘
  emiya, most probably not the prince (cf., e.g., Emar VI 2: 31), is known as a witness 
in Zu-Aštarti’s texts, too (RA 77-T 2: 47; TS 55: 33). If the above reading is accepted, the absence of Prince Abbanu in the 
witness list of Emar VI 17 suggests his involvement in the revolt (cf. n. 25 above).
45) If Zu-Aštarti realy disregarded the urban authority by forging NSb (n. 25 above), it would be al the more so, and it would be 
most likely that Pilsu-Dagan usurped his throne through a coup d’é-tat at the palace. In any case, note that Pilsu-Dagan’s tolerance 
of variation in the recipients of fines in some of his R documents, probably those dated to the first half of his reign (§ IV), can 
be understood as a reaction to Zu-Aštarti’s impatient and rigorous practice of reform (4).
46) It is only relatively occasionaly, that is, in the folowing documents, that kings and other members of the royal family are one of 
the parties concerned in real-estate transaction, mainly as the seler (= *) or grantor/exchanger (= * in parentheses): Emar VI 8(*), 
10(*), 95*, 137*, 138, 140, 141, 142*; ASJ 12-T 7b(*); ASJ 14-T*; BLMJE 5*, 7; RE 3, 9*, 14*; TS 12* (al R); and Emar VI 
139 (R&U). However, we do not divide the R&U documents into an Ra&U group and an Rb&U group in the same way, since personal 
royal involvement is atested for only one text, one in which Prince I s
˙
 s
˙
 ur-Dagan (not a king) appears as the purchaser, not as the 
seler.
47) It must be admited that the available data for the early stage ＜ Emar 1＞ are insuficient. Because of the lack of Ra/b documents 
Chart 1　Oficial and Private Documents in Emar
＜ Emar 3＞＜ Emar 2＞＜ Emar 1＞＜ Emar 0＞
R a→R a→R a→(R a)
PPdN&C(dN&C)
RbPrivate→RbPrivate→RbPrivate→(Private)
PdN/C&AP(dN/C&A)(dN&C)dN/C&A(dN/C&A)
R&U–→R&U–→R&UU→(U)
dN&CdN&CdN&CdN&C(dN&C)
⇧⇧
Royal Intervention
(by Zu-Aštarti)
Royal Intervention
(with RW1 and DS)
In this chart, only ＜ Emar 1–3＞ represent the actual situations found in the Emar texts.＜ Emar 
0＞ is the postulated original stage, but it would not be meaningless to consider how the situation 
in ＜ Emar 1＞ could have come about from it. So, I start with treating this issue.
 It can be assumed that originaly, in ＜ Emar 0＞, three types of documents (Ra, U, and Private) 
existed, coresponding to the royal, urban, and private sectors of society. As a result of royal 
intervention sometime earlier to our present corpus, two more types of documents were produced 
(Rb and R&U). In this case, looking at the recipients of fines in ＜ Emar 1＞, we notice one significant 
point. The creation of Rb documents from the private documents probably caused a shift from 
dN/C&A 
to dN&C, while that of R&U documents from the U documents did not cause any change (dN&C = 
dN&C). The former case can be regarded as removal of the private element A from the recipients. 
What does this mean? If a shift was possible, one may wonder why the royal authority did not 
take that opportunity to establish the palace as the recipient in the new Rb (as wel as in the existent 
Ra) documents.
 Let us consider first why the later case had no shift. I think, when the royal authority made 
the urban authority concede the intervention, in compensation, the royal authority left the urban 
authority as the recipient of fines in the new R&U documents. If this is accepted, a similar regard 
for the urban authority is to be expected in the case of Rb documents, too. On the new Rb documents, 
it is worth noting that the removal of A means the urban authority was the sole recipient of fines. Could 
this have been part of the compensation?
 ＜ Emar 1＞ coresponds to the reigns of Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan and dIM-kabar, i.e., the early period in 
the Emar texts. Already the five types of documents existed. The urban scribes were active and 
the eponymous years were in use. So, the royal and urban authorities were balanced, or the later 
may have been even dominant. The recipients of fines in al the oficial documents were dNIN.URTA 
and the city. The king stood as the first witness in Ra, Rb, and R&U documents.
 In ＜ Emar 2＞ during the short reign of Zu-Aštarti, a big change in this situation took place. 
As a result of the royal intervention, the U documents, together with the urban scribes and eponymous 
years, disappeared, or, rather, were absorbed into the R&U documents. He newly established the 
palace as the recipient of fines in the Ra-b documents. These reforms reflect his purpose of centralizing 
power in the royal authority, which caused a shift in the balance of power between the royal and 
urban authorities. At this time, apparently the former became dominant over the later.
 ＜ Emar 3＞ coresponds to the reign of Pilsu-Dagan and Eli. They took over Zu-Aštarti’s 
policies in general. However, probably as a reaction to his extremeness, they rejected his systematic 
separation on the first witness between the Ra-b documents and the R&U documents and restored 
the convention that a king stood as the first witness in both of them.
 As summarized above, we can trace the transition of the balance of power between the two oficial 
authorities in Emar from being balanced or even urban-dominant, to being royal-dominant. The 
turning point was the accession of Zu-Aštarti. His centralistic policy was taken over by his successors 
with a slight revision and remained in place until the end of the kingdom.
VI. The Ekalte texts
1. Analysis of the Data
The texts from Ekalte, which was located in the land of Aštata, are dated to ca. 1400–1325 B.C. 
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for Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan, I regard those of dIM-kabar, his son, as representatives of the stage. On the problem of the standard recipients of 
fines in Rb documents (cf. #2&C in Emar VI 156), I think rather 
dN&C is likely, as that is the recipient for Ra documents. This 
point is wel supported by the Ekalte texts (see § VI.2). So, it is unnecessary to alter the dN&C* in the R documents for R2 in 
Table 3 above.
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(Werner 2004: 23f.).48) In my view, this land at that time can be understood as a league of city 
kingdoms, such as Ekalte and Šatappu, led by the king of Emar (Yamada 2003: 191f.). The whole 
land of Aštata was under Mitanian control until the Hitite conquest (ca. 1325 B.C.). In this historical 
seting, the inner political structure of Ekalte seems to have been paralel to that of Emar, with 
Ba laka as its city god.
 The data for analysis are colected from the legal texts (al of the Syrian type) meeting at least 
one of the folowing conditions: (1) can be classified as a royal or urban document; (2) refers to a 
specific year (of the eponymous type); and (3) includes a stipulation of fines.49) To these, I add Ekalte 
I 24 and 30, which provide us with additional information on the problem of witnessing the texts.50)
 When looking at the colected data, it is immediately clear that there are many documents of 
the U type (Ekalte I 2?, 3–11, 47, 48, 61, 62, 73, 74, 80), whereas the R type is atested only in 
Ekalte I 70, in which King Ya h
˘
 s
˙
 i-dEN (l. 1, 20) personaly confirms payment of the silver, most 
probably repayment of the debt, by A h
˘
 i-malik to Alpuwe (i.e., Ra). Although this uneven distribution 
of oficial documents may wel reflect the situation that the urban authority was dominant at the 
time, this does not mean that the royal authority was inactive in its shadow. Besides Ekalte I 70, 
there are several texts that report royal activities.
 Although partly broken, in Ekalte I 1 we read, as the words of the assembly of the city, that 
Mu h
˘
 ra-a h
˘
 i, the mayor, brought smal catle to “dIM-kabar, the king of [Ekalte]” (l. 8–10; cf. Mayer 
2001: 73). In Ekalte I 9, a duplicate tablet of a real-estate sale by Ba laka and the elders (U 
document), folowing the main text, we see a curse formula against “the one who contests these words 
of Ya h
˘
 s
˙
 i-EN, the king” (l. 26f.). So, the king must have been in some way concerned with this 
transaction, or perhaps with making this duplicate. Furthermore, as already noted in the preceding 
footnote, Ekalte I 24 and 79 were writen in the presence of the king.51) However, no king is refered 
to as a witness in any of these texts, nor is the royal seal (see below) impressed on any.
 More problematic is the absence of clear R&U documents (and Rb documents as wel). In 
view of the above texts, is this divorce between the royal and urban authorities not excessive? In 
this respect, it is interesting to note that unlike in Emar, a mayor ( h 
 ˘
azannu) is relatively often refered 
to as the first witness in the above U documents (Ekalte I 2?, 3–5, 7, 10, 47, 74).52) We wil label 
these as  H
 ˘
&U documents. Here, he must have been a royal oficial in charge of the city 
administration.53) So, we may reasonably assume that he acted as deputy of the king in those cases. 
48) I folow this dating here, although it can be doubted that the Ekalte texts (Ekalte I) realy cover a ful three generations (75 years) 
before the Hitite conquest. To this corpus, add ASJ 16-T and possibly also ASJ 13-T 30 (Yamada 2003: 187–190; for the former 
text see also Justel 2006).
49) Unlike the case of the Emar texts, I did not examine al the texts writen by the oficial scribes, since many of them are private 
contracts without stipulation of fines, which are irelevant to our present concern. For a list of the Ekalte scribes with textual references, 
see Mayer 2001: 35, 192 (on S. 35a).
50) One of these tablets was writen in the presence of dIM-kabar, the king (Ekalte I 24: 18f.), and the other in the presence of the 
elders of the city (30: 10–12). In my opinion, a similar sentence is expected also in Ekalte I 79: 6’f., refering to a king of Ekalte 
(Yamada 2003: 190f.; cf. Marti 2010: 167 and n. 57). For another king Ya h
˘
 s
˙
 i-(d)EN, see below.
51) Cf. also the recipients of fines in Ekalte I 7 and 62.
52) Furthermore, in the Ekalte texts he appears three times as the penultimate witness (= W-2), before the scribe, who is the final one 
(Ekalte I 6, 11, 90). Cf. also texts refering to a mayor in other positions in the witness lists (nos. 17, 96 [ H
˘
 umamu in l. 30]) 
and as the year-eponymate (nos. 48!, 93). On the mayors in Emar and Ekalte, see Marti 2010: 162–169, with additional references 
for Emar: Dagan-ma (RE 16: 35), Pilsu-Dagan (TS 19: 30), and Zu-Ba  la (RE 39: 10, 21). In the Emar texts, a mayor appears 
as the first witness only once, in a Syro-Hitite-type text, Emar VI 127: 14 (Ikki-Dagan). He is frequently refered to as W-2 in 
the urban documents (U, R&U): Abi-Rašap (Emar VI 148, 149; GsK-T 6; TS 17; but cf. TS 16 [W-3], 87 [private]); dIM-EN 
(Emar VI 150; RE 91); Dagan-ma (see above); Kanu (SMEA 30-T 4); Mudu (Emar VI 147!; but cf. RE 24 [W-3]); Pilsu-Dagan 
(see above).
53) In Ekalte I 7 and 74, al or the first part of the witnesses are identified as city “elders” (7: 43; 74: 33). In these texts, the first 
witness is a mayor, Dada (7: 29) or A h
˘
 u-qaru (74: 24). One may wonder, in each case, whether the mayor is diferentiated (by 
his title) from or is included in those elders. Although it seems to me the former option is preferable, even if the later is meant, 
there is no doubt that he could not have obtained that ofice without royal nomination. In this sense, we can safely regard him as 
If this is corect, the above-mentioned eight texts are to be regarded as quasi-R&U documents. 
Furthermore, the private documents with a mayor as the first witness (Ekalte I 78, 79, 96 [see Roche 
2001]), the H
˘
 
 
 documents, are similarly to be regarded as quasi-Rb documents. Adding these texts 
to the oficial documents, let us examine the Ekalte data (List 3).
 First of al, when checking which type of oficial documents the scribes wrote, the distinction 
between the royal and urban scribes is clearly recognized as in Emar:
 (1) Royal scribes: dIM-ka (Ra), as wel as Apil-Šaggar ( H ˘
), Zu-dIM ( H
 ˘
 and H
 ˘
&U)
 (2) Urban scribes: Buraqum (U), Iddi (U), Ikun-Dagan (U), Mašru- h
˘
 amis (U), probably also 
H
˘
 
 
inni-ili ( H
 ˘
&U)54)
 H
 ˘
&U documents could be writen by either a royal or an urban scribe (Zu-dIM and H
 ˘
inni-ili).55) It 
is interesting to note that also Pazuri-Dagan, a scribe from Azu (Tel H
˙
  adidi) on the opposite bank 
of the Euphrates in the vicinity, wrote this type of text (Ekalte I 74).
 Al the atested year dates are eponymous years56) and they are used, though only occasionaly, 
in the U and private documents, but not in the royal documents in a broad sense (Ra,  H ˘
,  H
 ˘
&U).57) 
This would indicate a close connection between the eponymous years and the urban authority, as 
in Emar. So, Tulpi-dIM (Ekalte I 28) and possibly also Ipqi-Dagan (ASJ 13-T 30), who used those 
years, may have been urban scribes, too.
 As for the sealing paterns of the two oficial seals, the royal seal (Ekalte II 4560)58) and the 
Ba laka seal (Ekalte II 4559),59) the principle seems paralel to that in Emar: the former is impressed 
on the above royal document (Ra), Ekalte I 70, and the later on the urban documents ( H ˘
&U, U). Here, 
the reason why the royal seal was not impressed on the H
 ˘
 and H
 ˘
&U documents is readily obvious: 
it was not the king but only the mayor as his deputy who actualy stood as the first witness in 
them.60)
 However, there are three obvious exceptions to the above paterns, and I cannot explain them. 
One of them is Ekalte I 79 (of the H
 ˘
 type), on which the Ba laka seal is impressed (Werner 2004: 
28, Taf. 44). The other two are Ekalte I 62 and 80 (both of the U type), on which it is not. 
Among the seals impressed on the later two tablets, only Ekalte II 4595 is common to both (see 
ibid.: 36, Taf. 38, 45), and it is used only on these two. In this connection, perhaps it may be worth 
noting it is only in them that one of the urban selers of the real estate (usualy Ba laka and the 
elders) is designated not as the elders, but as the city of “Ekalti” (62: 7; 80: 7). Is there any connection 
between this and the above use of Ekalte II 4595 instead of the Ba laka seal? On Ekalte I 62, it should 
be noted further that the royal seal is also impressed (ibid.: 28, Taf. 37). Although the contents of 
the text do not imply any royal involvement, this must be connected with the reference to É!.GAL, 
“the palace,”61) as one of the recipients of the fines (l. 15).
 Now let us turn to the stipulations of fines in the oficial documents. Looking first at the 
predominant urban types, paralel to the cases in Emar, the standard recipients are dB&C (= Ba laka 
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a royal oficial. For another text writen in the presence of the elders, see n. 50 above.
54) In view of the fact that this scribe used an eponymous year in Ekalte I 93 (see below).
55) Cf. also Ekalte 24, a text writen in the presence of King dIM-kabar (l. 18f.) by the urban scribe Ikun-Dagan (l. 17).
56) For a list of them, see Yamada 2003: 189; cf. Mayer 2001: 24.
57) Note that in Emar, the eponymous years are frequently given in the U documents (see List 2.2). In other types of documents, they 
are found in documents of the R&U type (possibly twice) and in private documents (occasionaly), but never in those of the R 
type (see esp. Lists 2.1: R1 and 2.3–4).
58) Refered to once as “the seal of Ya h
˘
 s
˙
 i-dEN, the king,” in Ekalte I 70: 1. Note that it is not clear whether this is his personal seal 
or the dynastic seal.
59) Refered to as “the seal of Ba  laka” (Ekalte I 8: 36; 11: 50; 61: 42; 73: 44) and once probably together with Ekalte II 4630 as 
“the seal(s!) of Ba[  laka] and of the elders of the city” in Ekalte I 7: 44 (cf. Mayer 2001: 81; Werner 2004: 28, 42).
60) Therefore, the lack of an impression of the royal seal cannot be an obstacle to my interpretation of Ekalte I 79 (n. 50 above), 
since this text was writen in the presence of the king only in a nominal sense, and the actual first witness was a mayor.
61) Pace Mayer 2001: 8, 128. On the ‘palace’ in Ekalte, see most recently Oto 2012: esp. 92–94.
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and the city) in combination, or, less frequently, dB alone in abbreviation (esp. in the H
 ˘
&U type).62) 
The exceptions to this are as folows: K, dB&C (Ekalte I 7 [ H
 ˘
&U]), dB&P (no. 62 [U]),  (no. 74 
[ H
 ˘
&U]). Among these, the last case is substantialy no exception, since the   denotes Ba laka (or 
the city), in any case the urban authority (see Appendix 2).63) As in the case of the additional P 
(= palace) in Ekalte I 62 mentioned above, I cannot explain why the K (= king) is refered to in 
Ekalte I 7. At least, however, we know a similar trio of recipients in two U documents in Emar 
(see § IV above).
 As for Ekalte I 70, the sole royal document in the strict sense atested in Ekalte, it is unfortunate 
that this is not the text of a real-estate sale. However, this text gives important information of its 
own. It reads: šum-ma ur-ra (6) še-ra-am-ma mal-pu-ú-we (7) ┌ a ┐-na a-h 
 ˘
i-ma-lik i-ra-gu-um 1 
me-et KÙ.BABBAR a-na LUGAL Ì.[LÁ.E] (8) 1 me-et KÙ.BABBAR Ì.LÁ.E, “If in the future 
Alpuwe claims against A h
˘
 i-malik, he (shal) p[ay] 100 (shekels) of silver to the king. He (shal) 
pay 100 (shekels) of silver.”
 According to W. Mayer’s translation (2001: 135),64) these stipulations of the fines can be 
summarized as K& /0.1×2. Indeed, the substantial reference to Ba laka (or the city) as one of 
the recipients in an R document in this period (i.e., before the Emar texts) may be wel understandable 
(cf. List 2.1: R2, esp. TS 86). However, it should be noted that elsewhere  occurs always alone, 
not only in the texts from Ekalte, but also those from Emar. This fact leads us to interpret the 
above text diferently. It is interesting to note here that elsewhere, even when the recipients are plural, 
Ì.LÁ.E (“he [shal] pay”) is never repeated (e.g., Ekalte I 2: 23–25; 7: 22–24; 16: 26f.), and that 
Ekalte I 70: 7 is a quite long line, running from the obverse through the right edge and the reverse 
to the left edge of the tablet (see Mayer 2001: Taf. 34). Then, one may ask, might not the second 
sentence be a repetition of the first one in a short form to make sure of the amount of silver?65) On 
the basis of this consideration, I would suggest K/0.1 as an alternative, or even preferable, 
interpretation of these stipulations. In any case, Ekalte I 70 shows that the king (cf. the palace) 
could be a recipient of fines in Ekalte already in the fourteenth century B.C.
 In contrast to Ekalte I 70, the three H
 ˘
 (i.e., quasi-Rb) documents, particularly the two real-estate 
sales (Ekalte I 79, 96), provide us with data comparable to those in the later Emar texts. In these 
texts, the recipients of fines are: dB&[C] (Ekalte I 79) and C (no. 96), as wel as   (no. 78), i.e., 
the urban authority.66) We find no royal authority (P or K) here.
2. The Ekalte Stage
Based on the observations on the oficial documents above and on the private documents concerning 
the stipulations of fines in Appendix 2, let us now evaluate the Ekalte data in comparison with 
those of Emar. We find five types of documents in Ekalte: royal only, consisting of the Ra and the 
 H
 ˘
 types,67) urban only (U), royal and urban ( H
 ˘
&U), and private.  H
 ˘
 and H
 ˘
&U are ‘quasi’-types which 
are unknown in Emar. When we try to understand the presence of these five types of documents, 
particularly real-estate sales, in Ekalte in relation to a theoretical original state, the results are as 
folows:68)
62) Taking into account the amount of silver, dB&C/1×2 (as wel as dB/1) is to be regarded as the standard patern.
63) However, we have the same problem here that we have on Emar VI 3 (see n. 35).
64) Of l. 8: “100 (Sekel) Silber wird er <an ...> bezahlen.”
65) If so, payment to the king itself would have been taken granted for in this Ra document, in which the king was personaly involved 
(see above).
66) The restoration of C in Ekalte I 79 is indisputable, as l. 5’ reads: [1 li-im KÙ.BABBAR a-na URU].KI Ì.LÁ.E. I wil take dB&C, 
the ful expression of the urban authority, as the standard recipients in these H
˘
 documents below.
67) As in the case of Ra and Rb in Emar, I count Ra and H˘
 as two types here. The H
˘
 documents can be regarded as private documents 
with a mayor as the first witness (= H
˘
 W1) instead of the king.
68) Although no actual Ra document of real-estate sale has been atested in Ekalte, in light of Ekalte I 70, an Ra type on a diferent 
It is immediately clear that ＜ Ekalte 1＞ is in principle paralel to ＜ Emar 1＞. It is worth noting 
that the standard recipients of fines in al the oficial documents are dB&C. This would support my 
understanding of ＜ Emar 1＞, particularly my reconstruction of the recipients in the Rb documents, 
and suggest wel the continuity from Ekalte to Emar. At the same time, however, the folowing 
two significant diferences cannot be overlooked.
 Firstly, in Ekalte the recipients of fines in the private documents have not yet been crystalized 
as dB/C&A (cf. dN/C&A in Emar). Rather, we find various recipients, the private A, #2, and   ,
and, though only exceptionaly, the mixed private/oficial #2&C (cf. also [C?&]#2).
69) In view of 
this amorphous situation, we may assume that in the original stage ＜ Ekalte 0＞ the above elements 
were used, but were not combined. So, I am inclined to modify my above assumption for Emar 
accordingly.
 Secondly, we note the absence of any genuine Rb or R&U document. This point would indicate 
that the situation in ＜ Ekalte 1＞ was brought about by a royal intervention and reflects a stage 
previous to the above ＜ Emar 1＞ in Emar. At this time, the king intervened only indirectly, through 
a mayor, his official, as the first witness. We may see here royal restraint in direct intervention due 
to the regard for the urban authority. In this meaning, the presence of  H
 ˘
 and  H
 ˘
&U documents can 
be evaluated as the first modest, though definite, step toward the later Rb and R&U documents with 
the royal witness at the first position and the royal sealing.
 This would indicate that the urban authority dominated the royal authority in Ekalte. However, 
it should be noted that already the king left an Ra document, Ekalte I 70, with himself (K) as the 
recipient of the fine, when he was personaly involved in the mater other than a real-estate sale. 
This suggests that the royal authority was wel independent from the urban authority at that time. 
The Ekalte stage can be regarded as the early phase of the royal penetration into the urban and private 
sectors in the society.
VII. Closing Remarks
Let us synthesize the above discussions by combining Charts 1–2. To make our discussion below 
simpler, I hypothesize that Emar went through the same stages that Ekalte did and that the stage 
＜ Ekalte 1＞ was folowed by the stage ＜ Emar 1＞. Then, the process of the development of the 
royal authority in the land of Aštata as discernible in the texts from these two cities can be ilustrated 
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topic, I reconstruct it here as a possibility. Actualy, it seems to me rather dificult to think that the kings were prohibited from 
seling real estate, while ordinary citizens were permited. As for the standard recipient(s) of fines (cf. K or K&  in Ekalte I 70) 
in such royal real-estate sales, dB&C is more likely than K in view of dN&C in Ra at the stage ＜ Emar 1＞.
69) Among these, #2 can be regarded as an element that was going to disappear thereafter (see Appendix 2).
Chart 2　Oficial and Private Documents in Ekalte
＜ Ekalte 1＞＜ Ekalte 0＞
(R a)→(R a)
(dB&C)(dB&C)
H
˘
 Private→(Private)
dB&CA, #2,  ,#2&C(A, #2,  ,C)
H
˘
  &UU→(U)
dB&CdB&C(dB&C)
⇧
Royal Intervention
(with H
˘
 W1)
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as folows (note: G = city god):
In this chart, it is clear that the royal authority developed mainly by eroding the urban and private 
sectors in the society, although the appearance of P in Ra at ＜ Stage 3＞ shows its own growth in 
the royal sector.
 We see three royal interventions in total here. When the first one, which changed ＜ Stage 
0＞, the theoretical original state, to ＜ Stage 1＞, took place is unknown. The Ekalte texts (ca. 
1400–1325 B.C.) show that Ekalte was then already a kingdom, where Ra documents of real-estate 
sales were probably existent. However, the urban authority seems to have been dominant at that time. 
As the presence of H
 ˘
 and H
 ˘
&U documents at ＜ Stage 1＞ indicates, the king intervened in the urban 
and private transactions (real-estate sales) only indirectly.70)
 The second royal intervention must have occured after the Hitite conquest of the land of Aštata 
(ca. 1325 B.C.), between the first two historical stages. Then, one may ask, was this a result of 
the Hitite administration in Emar? This seems unlikely. Although it is known that the Hitites 
concluded a treaty, “the oath (māmītu) of Emar” (Emar VI 18: 11f.; cf. l. 25 [pl.: ma-mi-ia-ti]), no 
doubt with the king of Emar,71) our sources do not show close relations between them and the Emarite 
kings. Whenever the Hitite dignitaries are mentioned together with a local oficial authority in 
connection with legal cases or agreements between Emarites, their partners were rather the city 
elders.72) There is no trace of any Hitite interference in the Emarite regime. So, it would be beter 
to think that the above royal intervention was an inner development of the royal authority in Emar.
 The Emar texts (ca. 1275-1175 B.C.) cover the periods of ＜ Stages 2–4＞. The first ＜ Stage 
2＞ coresponds to the reigns of Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan and dIM-kabar. Now, the Rb and R&U documents 
appeared with the king himself as the first witness and with impression of the dynastic seal. Although 
this reflects the strengthening of the kingship, the recipients of fines in the four types of oficial 
documents remain G&C as in the previous stage. The royal and urban authorities were balanced, 
or the later may have been stil dominant.73) The development of the former was gradual though 
steady.
70) It is worth noting that in the new H
˘
 documents the recipients of fines are G&C, whereas in the private documents they are amorphous, 
not yet crystalized as G/C&A. This means that the removal of the private elements (esp. A) from the H
˘
 (later Rb) documents was 
made at this stage (cf. § V.2).
71) Note also that, although in later time, Kunti-Tešub, son of Talmi-Tešub and prince of Carchemish, had an Emarite wife (ASJ 14-
T 46: 10, 12), most probably a princess of Emar.
72) Emar VI 205: 1; ASJ 14-T 44: 1; BLMJE 2: 1; TS 84: 1 (restored); cf. also Emar VI 252: 1f.
73) Cf. the presence of urban scribes and eponymous years.
⇧⇧⇧
Royal Intervention 3
(by Zu-Aštarti)
Royal Intervention 2
(with RW1 and DS)
Royal Intervention 1
(with H
˘
 W1)
Chart 3　The Ekalte and Emar Texts in Summary
＜ Stage 4＞＜ Stage 3＞＜ Stage 2＞＜ Stage 1＞＜ Stage 0＞
(ca. 1235–1175 B.C.)(ca. 1240–35 B.C.)(? –ca.1240 B.C.)(ca. 1400–1325 B.C.)
R a→R a→R a→(R a)→(R a)
PPG&C(G&C)(G&C)
RbPrivate→RbPrivate→RbPrivate→H˘
 Private→(Private)
PG/C&AP(G/C&A)(G&C)G/C&AG&Camorphous(A, #2,  ,G, C)
R&U–→R&U–→R&UU→H
˘
  &UU→(U)
G&CG&CG&CG&CG&CG&C(G&C)
 With the accession of Zu-Aštarti, the balance of power between the two oficial authorities in 
Emar rapidly and greatly changed. Through his radical reforms (the third royal intervention), Zu-
Aštarti realized a royal-dominant situation at ＜ Stage 3＞. The abolition of the U documents and 
the establishment of the palace as the new recipient of fines in the Ra-b documents are particularly 
noteworthy. He even specialized the status of king as the first witness only for Ra-b documents. 
His centralistic politics probably caused a revolt by the citizens. Although he succeeded in suppressing 
it, he died young (perhaps through a palace coup d’é-tat by his brother Pilsu-Dagan).
 ＜ Stage 4＞ coresponds to the reigns of Pilsu-Dagan and Eli. They took over Zu-Aštarti’s 
centralistic policies, except for the specialization of the status of king. The later point can be regarded 
as a partial compromise with the urban authority. Nevertheless the royal-dominant situation in general 
must have continued until the end of the kingdom.
 Thus, in ＜ Stages 1–4＞ we see the process of the development of the royal authority, with 
its peak at ＜ Stage 3＞, or from the opposite perspective, the declining process of the urban authority, 
in the land of Aštata. However, the urban authority did not cease to exist, as the continuation of 
the R&U documents shows. Here, it should be noted that the kings from Zu-Aštarti on did not, or 
probably could not, change the recipients of fines in R&U documents from the city god (dNIN.URTA) 
and the city to the palace, as they did in the case of the Ra-b documents.
 In this respect, Emar VI 194, which deals with a legal case on the title to a field, is noteworthy. 
In this text, the king of Carchemish (probably Talmi-Tešub), suzerain of Emar, judged substantialy 
that the royal and urban authorities of Emar were equal in terms of legal validity (see Yamada 1993b: 
455–459). Since the previous owner of the field is I s
˙
 s
˙
 ur-Dagan, most probably the prince of Emar, 
this text is to be dated to the reign of Pilsu-Dagan, his brother, or of Eli, his nephew (cf. Yamada 2007: 
795 n. 17; 2013: 141f.), when the royal authority was apparently dominant in Emar.
 These points suggest that in the land of Aštata, particularly in the society of Emar, although 
the urban authority conceded royal intervention as many as three times, it avoided ful control by 
the royal authority and stil maintained its own important presence.
Appendix: On the Stipulations of Fines in the Private Documents
1. Emar
When examining the data of the stipulations of fines in the private, i.e., non-royal/urban, documents 
(see List 2.3), it is immediately clear that the urban authority and the ‘brothers’ in combination, 
i.e., dN&A or C&A, are the standard recipients of fines, particularly in the real-estate sales.74) In 
view of the fact that A (= ‘brothers’)75) is never refered to as a recipient in the urban documents 
(U, R&U) but appears alone three times (RE 64, 94; TS 58) in private documents, it must be peculiar 
to them. Although #2 (= purchaser) is not atested,
76) the enigmatic   (= unspecified recipient)77) 
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74) These recipients (dN/C&A) are atested in the texts from both early (Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan to dIM-kabar) and middle-late (Pilsu-Dagan to 
Eli) periods. Note that no private text explicitly dated to Zu-Aštarti’s reign is known. The criteria for the early dating are the 
urban scribes and eponymous years (as wel as Emar VI 109, for which see n. 10 above), while those for the middle-late dating 
are the royal scribe Dagali of that period and the two scribes who refer to the H
˘
  urian atack in Pilsu-Dagan’s reign (dIM-gamil 
[see ibid.] and Abi- h
˘
 amis [RE 70!]). So we date private texts thus: (1) early — Emar VI 109, 110; AuOr 5-T 4; TS 63; (2) middle-
late — Emar VI 111; RE 20, 70; TS 57; and (3) undatable — Emar VI 130; AuOr 5-T 5; RE 31, 33, 35; TS 51, 67 (cf. Balza 
2009: 81–85). Since al the (1) texts but AuOr 5-T 4 have dN&A, while al the (2) texts but RE 70 have C&A (once A&C in RE 
20), one may surmise a shift from dN&A to C&A. Although perhaps this diference could be used as one of the criteria for dating 
the (3) texts, the dN&A and C&A should be regarded as substantialy the same (cf. n. 28 above).
75) The identity of lú.mešah 
˘
h 
˘
ū in the Emar texts is stil under debate. See, e.g., Beloto 1995; Beckman 1996a: 12f.; Démare-Lafont 
2012.
76) But cf. Emar VI 156 (§ IV). For this element, see below on the Ekalte texts.
77) There are two versions of  : (1) short, e.g., “the one who makes a claim (shal) pay 1,000 (shekels) of silver” (Emar VI 159: 
23–25), used folowing a specific prohibition of future claim; (2) ful, e.g., “the one who in the future makes a claim on the house 
(shal) pay 1,000 (shekels) of silver” (AuOr 5-T 7: 17–20), used when no such prohibition is stated.
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occurs alone six times (AuOr 5-T 7, 10; DaM 1-T; RE 4, 77; TS 87). Furthermore, only one has 
a reference to P (= palace), in the combination dN&P (BLMJE 4).
 To clarify what  indicates, it is worth noting that the amount of fine is 1,000 or, once, 2,000 
shekels of silver in the above cases.78) Although the recipient A can receive that amount when it 
is combined with the urban authority (e.g., Emar VI 110, 111), whenever it appears alone, it receives 
only 200 shekels in the private documents (but cf. Emar VI 14 [R]). Therefore, it seems dificult 
to think that   indicates the ‘brothers.’ The recipients who alone can get 1,000 or 2,000 shekels 
in Emar are P (TS 54, 55, and passim in the R documents), C (TS 5) and dN (ASJ 12-T 7b).79) On 
the other hand, when we look at the private documents of Dagali (see List 1), the scribe who wrote 
the above AuOr 5-T 10, the only recipients other than   or A alone are C&A (RE 20 [A&C]; TS 
57). The same can be said of dIM-gamil of RE 77, too (Emar VI 111), while in the case of Abi- 
 h
˘
 amis of AuOr 5-T 7 the recipients are dN&C (RE 70). These cases al have C in common, but 
there is no reference to P. Based on these observations, we may conclude that   indicates the city 
(or dNIN.URTA), in any case the urban authority.80)
 As noted above, there is no doubt that A is an element peculiar to the private documents. 
However, in addition to the fact that the standard recipients are dN/C&A, including dN/C, now we 
see that   denotes C (or dN). These points suggest that having either dN or C (but not both) is 
also peculiar to the private documents.81) In other words, the urban and private documents may 
inherently overlap at least in part in terms of the stipulations of fines. This is an interesting problem 
for our research on the urban authority in Emar. I wil treat this issue elsewhere.
2. Ekalte
In the relevant data in List 3, unlike in Emar, no combination of the urban authority and the ‘brothers’ 
(to be dB/C&A) is atested in Ekalte, and no clear standard patern of the recipient(s) of fines can 
be extracted. However, we see the recipients known in the Emar private documents, i.e., A,  ,C, 
and also a new one, a purchaser, #2 or once #4, several times.
82)
 As for the unspecified   ,although in Ekalte A can receive 1,000 or once 2,000 shekels of 
silver (Ekalte I 56,83) 90, 91), I think again it denotes the urban authority, i.e., Ba laka (or the 
city). The key is its occurence in a  H
 ˘
&U document, Ekalte I 74, for which the folowing points 
are to be noted: (1) in other H
 ˘
&U and U documents, the recipients always include this deity (dB&C 
or dB); and (2) in view of al the data but this text and Ekalte I 78 (with   ), whenever a mayor 
appears as the first witness, the recipients include dB, or the recipient is C, the city (Ekalte I 96).
 On the other hand, the purchaser #2 is occasionaly atested, twice alone (Ekalte I 15, 83 [#4]) 
and twice with C (Ekalte I 12 [restored], 16), in the private documents (al real-estate sales). 
Therefore, #2 seems to have been one of the customary recipients in them. If this is corect, its 
sole reference in Emar, as #2&C in the Rb document Emar VI 156 (§ IV), can be regarded as the 
remnant of a lapsed custom.
 The fact that A is refered to as a recipient only in the private documents indicates that it was 
78) Also in the cases of   as the iregular recipient in the oficial documents (§ IV), with the only exception in Emar VI 180 (100 
shekels).
79) Of course, together the later two frequently get 2,000 shekels in total, 1,000 shekels each. On TS 5 (with C/2) see n. 30 above.
80) Although   is not exactly the same as dN&C in expression, this conclusion fits in substance the cases of Emar VI 3, one of the 
R&U documents of Abbanu, and of the U! document AuOr 5-T 17 discussed in § IV.
81) This seems rather natural in a sense: since the private documents deal with transactions between the citizens, they prevent a future 
claim in the name of their representative, the urban authority. In this respect, it is interesting to note that C (or dN) as the recipient 
of fine was regarded as self-evident in the expression of  in those documents.
82) Besides these, in an adoption contract (Ekalte I 66), the “father” is refered to as the recipient of the fine to be paid by his disobedient 
son (l. 32).
83) As for this case with 2,000 shekels, in view of the handcopy and photograph (Mayer 2001: Taf. 28, 71), the recipients are most 
likely the ‘brothers,’ L[Ú.MEŠ.ah 
 ˘
-h 
 ˘
e (l. 37; ibid.: 124), not Pilzu, the purchaser of the lot.
an element peculiar to them. Although the distribution is not exactly paralel to the Emar texts, we 
see that C (always together with #2) appears twice and that   denotes 
dB (or C) in the private 
documents. These points suggest that in Ekalte, too, having either dB or C (but not both) is peculiar 
to private documents. This issue, too, wil be treated in my future study.
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Lists 1–2. Data of the Emar Texts (Syrian Type)
ListsTexts
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 159
1: Ea-damiq; 2.1: R4Emar VI 160
1: Mašru h
˘
 e; 2.3Emar VI 161
1: Dagali; 2.4Emar VI 162
1:  /[?]; 2.4Emar VI 168
1: X-dIM; 2.4Emar VI 171
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R4Emar VI 172
1: EN-malik; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 180
1: EN-malik; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 183
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: othersEmar VI 184
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R4Emar VI 185
1:  /[?]; 2.2Emar VI 196
1:  /[?]; 2.1: othersEmar VI 197
1:  /[?]; 2.3Emar VI 250
1: Ea-damiq; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 253
1: Imlik-Dagan; 2.1: R3aEmar VI 256
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R3bASJ 10-T D
1: Dagali; 2.1: R4ASJ 12-T 1
1: Rašap-ili; 2.2ASJ 12-T 2
see JCS 40-T 2ASJ 12-T 4
see AuOr 5-T 10ASJ 12-T 6
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R3bASJ 12-T 7a-b
1: Imlik-Dagan; 2.1: R3aASJ 12-T 8
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4ASJ 12-T 10
see AuOr 5-T 4ASJ 12-T 12
see AuOr 5-T 5ASJ 12-T 14
see AuOr 5-T 6ASJ 12-T 15
1: Dagali; 2.1: R3b ASJ 12-T 16
see RA 77-T 1ASJ 13-T 25
see RA 77-T 2ASJ 13-T 26
see AuOr 5-T 17ASJ 13-T 28
see List 3ASJ 13-T 30
1: Rašap-ili; 2.4ASJ 13-T 33
1: Ir ib-dIM; 2.4ASJ 13-T 34
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R2ASJ 14-T
1:  /[?]; 2.1: othersAuOr 5-T 1
1:  /[?]; 2.2AuOr 5-T 2
1: Marduk-mubali t
˙
; 2.2AuOr 5-T 3
1: Dagan-EN; 2.3AuOr 5-T 4
1: X-Dagan; 2.3AuOr 5-T 5
1:  /[?]; 2.3AuOr 5-T 6
1: Abi- h
˘
 amis; 2.3AuOr 5-T 7
1: Dagali; 2.3AuOr 5-T 10
1: EN-malik; 2.1: R5xAuOr 5-T 15
see RE 94AuOr 5-T 16
Concordance
ListsTexts
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R2Emar VI 1
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R3xEmar VI 2
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R3xEmar VI 3
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 4
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 8
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R4Emar VI 9
1: EN-malik; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 10
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R3xEmar VI 11
1: E h
˘
 li-Kuša; 2.2Emar VI 12
1:  /[?]; 2.4Emar VI 13
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R2Emar VI 14
1: Buraqu; 2.4Emar VI 15
1: Imlik-Dagan; 2.1: R3aEmar VI 17
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 20
1: Ea-damiq; 2.1: R3b and 4Emar VI 42
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4Emar VI 94
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R4Emar VI 95
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4Emar VI 96
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4Emar VI 97
1: dIM-malik; 2.3Emar VI 109
1: Ali(?)-malik; 2.3Emar VI 110
1: dIM-gamil; 2.3Emar VI 111
1: EN-malik; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 125
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R3xEmar VI 126
1: A h
˘
 i-malik; 2.3Emar VI 130
1: EN-malik; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 137
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 138
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4Emar VI 139
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4Emar VI 140
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4Emar VI 141
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4Emar VI 142
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R2Emar VI 144
1:  /[?]; 2.2Emar VI 145
1: Ea-damiq; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 146
1: Ea-damiq; 2.1: R4Emar VI 147
1: E h
˘
 li-Kuša; 2.2Emar VI 148
1: E h
˘
 li-Kuša; 2.2Emar VI 149
1: Dagan-EN; 2.2Emar VI 150
1:  /[?]; 2.2Emar VI 151
1:  /[?]; 2.2Emar VI 152
1: Rašap-ili; 2.2Emar VI 153
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 155
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R2Emar VI 156
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 157
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R3bEmar VI 158
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1: Dagan-ba li; 2.2AuOr 5-T 17
1: EN-malik; 2.1: R3bBLMJE 3
1:  /[?]; 2.3BLMJE 4
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R3bBLMJE 5
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4BLMJE 6
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4BLMJE 7
1:  /[?]; 2.3BLMJE 9
1:  /[?]; 2.2BLMJE 10
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4BLMJE 11
1:  /[?]; 2.3DaM 1-T
1: Ea-damiq; 2.1: R4GsK-T 4
1: E h
˘
 li-Kuša; 2.2GsK-T 6
1: dIM-gamil; 2.4Iraq 54-T 2
1: Ea-damiq; 2.1: R4Iraq 54-T 4
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R4Iraq 54-T 5
see RE 94JCS 34-T 1
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4JCS 40-T 2
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4RA 77-T 1
1: Imlik-Dagan; 2.1: R3aRA 77-T 2
1: Dagan-EN; 2.1: R1RE 2
1: EN-malik; 2.1: R3bRE 3
1: Alal-abu; 2.3RE 4
1: Ea-damiq; 2.1: R4RE 5
1: Imlik-Dagan; 2.1: R3aRE 8
1: Imlik-Dagan; 2.1: R3aRE 9
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R2RE 14
1: Ea-damiq; 2.1: R4RE 15
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R1RE 16
1: Dagali; 2.3RE 20
1: EN-malik; 2.1: R3bRE 21
1: E h
˘
 li-Kuša; 2.2RE 22
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4RE 23
1: Ea-damiq; 2.1: R4RE 24
1: Imlik-Dagan; 2.1: R4xRE 28
1: Ea-damiq; 2.1: R3bRE 29
1: Baba; 2.1: R3bRE 30
1: Tura-a h
˘
 u; 2.3RE 31
1:  /[?]; 2.3RE 33
1: Alal-abu; 2.1: R1RE 34
1:  /[?]; 2.3RE 35
1:  /[?]; 2.2RE 38
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R3bRE 49
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R2RE 52
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4RE 59
1:  /[?]; 2.3RE 64
1: Abi- h
˘
 amis; 2.3RE 70
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R3xRE 71
1: dIM-gamil; 2.3RE 77
1: Imlik-Dagan; 2.1: R3aRE 79
1: EN-malik; 2.1: R5xRE 81
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4RE 86 a-b
1: Dagan-EN; 2.2RE 91
1: Ili-a h
˘
 i; 2.3RE 94
1: Alal-abu; 2.4Sem. 46-T 2
1: Imlik-Dagan; 2.1: R4xSMEA 30-T 2
1: Ea-damiq; 2.1: R3bSMEA 30-T 3
1: Ea-damiq; 2.1: R4SMEA 30-T 4
1: A h
˘
 i-malik; 2.4SMEA 30-T 18
1: Dagan-EN; 2.1: R1TS 1
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R2TS 2
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R2TS 3
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R2TS 4
1: Adda; 2.1: R3xTS 5
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R3xTS 6
1:  /[?]; 2.1: R3bTS 7
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R3bTS 8
1: Abi-kapi; 2.1: R3bTS 9
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4TS 10
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4TS 11
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4TS 12
1: EN-malik; 2.1: R5xTS 13
1:  /[?]; 2.2TS 14
1: Rašap-ili; 2.2TS 15
1: E h
˘
 li-Kuša; 2.2TS 16
1: E h
˘
 li-Kuša; 2.2TS 17
1: E h
˘
 li-Kuša; 2.2TS 18A-B
1: Alal-abu; 2.2TS 19
1: EN-malik; 2.1: R3bTS 35
1: Mašru- h
˘
 amis; 2.1: R3bTS 47
1:  /[?]; 2.4TS 48
1: Mašru- h
˘
 amis; 2.4TS 50
1:  /[?]; 2.3TS 51
1: EN-malik; 2.1: R3bTS 54
1: Imlik-Dagan; 2.1: R3aTS 55
1: Dagali; 2.3TS 57
1: Dagali; 2.3TS 58
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4TS 59
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4TS 60
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: othersTS 61
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4TS 62
1: Sin-a h
˘
 am-iddinam; 2.3TS 63
1: dIM-tali; 2.3TS 67
1: I h
˘
 i-Nabium; 2.4TS 69
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4TS 82
1: Abda; 2.1: R2TS 86
1: E h
˘
 li-Kuša; 2.3TS 87
1: Iš-Dagan; 2.1: R4ZA 90-T 6
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Abbreviations and Symbols
P = palaceA = lú.mešah 
 ˘
h 
 ˘
ū, ‘brothers’
R = royal (name)C = city
S = real-estate saleDS = dynastic seal (Emar IV E2a-d)
T = testamentE = elders
U = urbanEp = eponymous year
W1(&2) = first (& second) witness(es)M = month name
* = variantN = year name
# = (sons of) PN(s)dN = dNIN.URTA
@ = member of the Ir ib-dIM FamilyNS = dNIN.URTA seal (Emar IV E1a-b)
| = data unpublishedO: other
@1 = son of Ir  ib-dIM (son of Lala)R3b = Pilsu-DaganR1 = Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan
@2 = grandson of Ir  ib-dIMR4 = EliR2 = dIM-kabar
@3 = grand-grandson of Ir  ib-dIMR4x = Ya s
˙
 i-DaganR3a = Zu-Aštarti
R5x = dIM-kabarR3x = Abbanu
List 1. Data Classified by Scribe
Scribe
Of. SealingDateW1(&2)Fine (1=1 lim)ContentsTypeText no.
Abda
DSaR2P&C/0.2×2O: cf. R2RTS 86
Abi-h
˘
  amis
||N /(1)S: # > #AuOr 5-T 7
||cf. NdN&C/(1)×2S: # > #RE 70
Abi-kapi
DSbNSaR3x&bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 2! 
[DS?]NSaMR3bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 4
DSaNSaR3x&bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 126
DSaNSaMR2dN&[C]/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 144
DSa?NSaR3b[?]S?: [dN&E > ?]R&U?Emar VI 157
DSNSR3bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UASJ 12-T 7a
||M&Ep?R1&2dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 16
||R2dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 52!
||MR3x&bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 71
DSaNSaR2dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 3
DSaNSaMR3x&bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 6
[DS?]NSaM[R3b?]dN[&C/1×2]S: dN&E > #R&U?TS 8
DSdNSaN*R3b&4dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 9
DSaNSaR2#2&C/[1]×2S: #1 > #2REmar VI 156
DSaNSaR3b /1S*: # with #REmar VI 159
DSNSR3bdN/[1 or 2]S*: R3b > #RASJ 12-T 7b
DSR2!dN&C/1×2S: R2! > #RASJ 14-T
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||MR2dN&C/1×2S: R2 > #RRE 14
DSaR2A/1OREmar VI 14
Adda
DSaNSaR3x&bC/2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 5
A h
˘
 i-malik
dN&A/1×2S: # > #Emar VI 130
||[?][?][?]SMEA 30-T 18
Alal-abu
||M&[Ep?]R1C&dN/1×2S: dN&E* > #R&URE 34
NSaM&Ep@3?&2dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #U!TS 19
||  /[?]S*: # with #RE 4
||TSem. 46-T 2
Ali(?)-malik
M&EpdN&A/1×2S: # > #Emar VI 110
Baba
||R3bORRE 30
dIM(Ba lu)-gamil
NC&A/1×2S: # > #Emar VI 111
||M&N  /1S: # > #RE 77
NO Iraq 54-T 2
dIM(Ba lu)-malik
dN&A/0.2×2S: # > #Emar VI 109
dIM(Ba lu)-tali
C&A/1×2S: # > #TS 67
EN(Belu)-malik
||R5xdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 81
DSaNSaR5xdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 13
DSbR3bP/2S*: R3b with #REmar VI 10
DSaMR3b&4P/1S: # > #REmar VI 125
DSbR3b&4P/[?]S: #, R3b > R*REmar VI 137?
||R3bP&C/1×2S: # > R*RRE 3
DSbR3bP/1S: # > [?]RTS 54
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DSaR3b!  /0.1T*REmar VI 180
DSbR3bT*REmar VI 183
||R5xTRAuOr 5-T 15
||R3bP/2T*RTS 35
DSR3bP/0.2O: cf. R3bRBLMJE 3
||R3bP/1O: cf. R3bRRE 21
Buraqu
M&NTEmar VI 15
Dagali
DSR4C&A/1×2S: # > #RASJ 12-T 1
DSN*R3bdN&C/1×2S: # > #RASJ 12-T 16
M&N[?]S?: [?]Emar VI 162
  /2S*: # with #AuOr 5-T 10
||A&C/1×2S: # > #RE 20
N*C&A/1×2S: # > #TS 57
N*A/0.2S: # > #TS 58
Dagan-ba li
NSa?M&Ep@1  /1TU!AuOr 5-T 17
Dagan-EN(belu)
||R1dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 2
DSaNSaR1&2[dN&C/1×2?]S: dN&E > #R&UTS 1
NSaM&Ep@1dN&C/0.5×2S: dN&E > #UEmar VI 150
||M&Ep@1dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #URE 91
M&EpC&A/0.2×2S: # > #AuOr 5-T 4
Ea-damiq(SIG5)
DSb?NSaR3bdN&[C]/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 146
DSaNSaR4&5xdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 147
DSNSR4dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UGsK-T 4
NS[N*?]R4&5x[dN]&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UIraq 54-T 4
||R4dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 5!
||R4&5xdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 24
||R3bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 29
DSNSR3bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&USMEA 30-T 3
||R4&5x[dN&C/1]×2S: dN&E > #R&USMEA 30-T 4
||R4TRRE 15
DSaR3bP/[1 or 2]OREmar VI 253
cf. N*O: cf. R4&3bRcf. Emar VI 42
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[DS][?][R4&5x?][?]S?: [?]?Emar VI 160
E h
˘
 li-Kuša
[NS?]M&[Ep][@1?][?]S: dN&E > [?]UEmar VI 12
DSa/b?NSaM&Ep@2dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #UEmar VI 148
[NS?][M?&]Ep@1[dN]&C/1×2S: dN[&E] > #UEmar VI 149
||@1dN&C/1×2S*: dN&E > #URE 22
NSaM&Ep@1dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #UTS 16
NSaM&Ep@1dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #UTS 17
NSa[?][@1]dN&[C]/1×2S: dN&E > #UTS 18A! (ME 27)
[  ]NSaM&Ep@1dN&C/1×2S: [dN&]E > #UTS 18B! (ME 39)
NSM&Ep@1&EmarO: cf. R&U U! GsK-T 6
M&Ep@1  /1O TS 87
I h
˘
 i-Nabium
M&EpTTS 69
Ili-a h
˘
 i
||A/0.2ORE 94
Imlik-Dagan
DSR3aP/2S: # > #RASJ 12-T 8
||R3aP/2S: R3a > #RRE 9
||R3aP/2S: [? > ?]RRE 79
||R4xP/2S: # > #RSMEA 30-T 2
DSbR3aP/2S: # > #RTS 55
DSR3aTRRA 77-T 2
||R3aT*RRE 8
||R4xTRRE 28
DScNSbR3aO: cf. R3aREmar VI 17
DSbN*R3aOREmar VI 256
Ir ib-dIM(Ba lu)
M&EpOASJ 13-T 34
Iš-Dagan
DSbNSaNR4dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > R*R&UEmar VI 139
DSNSR4&[5x]dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UBLMJE 6
[DS]NSR4&5x[?]S?: [dN&E > ?]R&U?BLMJE 11
DSbNSaR4[dN&C]/1[×2]S: dN&E > #R&UTS 10
DSbNSaR4[dN&C]/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 11
DSNSR4dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UZA 90-T 6
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DSbR4P/2S: # > #REmar VI 94
DSb[  ?][R4?][?]S?: [?]R?Emar VI 96
DSbR4P/2S?: [?]REmar VI 97
DSbN*R3b&4P/2S: # > R*REmar VI 138
DSbR4P/1S: # > R*REmar VI 140
DSbR4&5xP/1S: # > R*REmar VI 141
DSbR4P/2S: R4 > #REmar VI 142
DSR4P/2S: # > #RASJ 12-T 10
DSR3b&4P/2S: R3b, # > #RBLMJE 5
DSR4&5xP/2S: # > R*RBLMJE 7
DSR4P/2S: # > #RJCS 40-T 2
||R4P/1S: # > #RRE 59
||R4P/2S: # > #RRE 86a
||R4P/2S*: # > #RRE 86b
DSbR4P/1S: R4 > #RTS 12
DSbR4P/2S: # > #RTS 59
[DS?]R4&5xP/[1 or 2]S: # > #RTS 60
DSb[R?][P?/?]S: # > #R?TS 61
DSbR4P/2S: # > #RTS 62
DSbR4P/2S*: # > #RTS 82
[DS][R?]T*R?Emar VI 184
DSR4T*RRA 77-T 1
||R4T*RRE 23
Marduk-mubali t
˙
[NS]dN&C/1×2S: Emar&E > #UAuOr 5-T 3
Mašru- h
˘
 amis
||R3bORTS 47
TTS 50
Mašru h
˘
 e?
[?&?]/1×2S: # > [?]Emar VI 161
Rašap-ili
[  ]NSa[M?&]Ep@1dN, P&C /[1]×3S: dN&E > #UEmar VI 153! 
NS[M?&]Ep@1dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #UASJ 12-T 2
NSaM&Ep@1dN&C/1×2S?: [dN&E > ?]U?TS 15
M&EpOASJ 13-T 33
Sin-a h
˘
 am-iddinam
M&EpdN&A/0.1×2S: # > #TS 63
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Tura-a h
˘
 u
||N*C&A/1×2S: # > #RE 31
X-dIM
M&Ep[?]S: # > #Emar VI 171
X-Dagan
C&A/(1)×2S: # > #AuOr 5-T 5
  /[?] (anonymous or broken)
DSaNSaR2?dN&Emar/[1]×2S: dN&E > [?]R&UEmar VI 1
DSaNSaR3x[&b]  /[1 or 2]S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 3
DSb?NSaR4dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 9
[DS]NSaR3x&bC&P/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 11
[DS?][NS]R3b?dN&C/[1]×2S: dN[&E > ?]R&U?Emar VI 155
DSaNSa[R?][?]S: dN&E > #R&U?AuOr 5-T 1
||R3b?[dN&C]/1×2S: dN&E > #R&U?RE 49
[DS?]NSaR2dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 2
[DS?][NS]R2dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 4
DSaNSaR3bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 7
DSbNSaR3bP/2S*: R3b with #REmar VI 8
DSaN*R3bC&A/1×2S: # > #REmar VI 20
[DS][R4]P/[1 or 2]S: R4 > [?]REmar VI 95
DSbN*R3b&4P/2S: # > #REmar VI 158
[DS]R4P&A/[1]×2S: # > [?]REmar VI 172
[DS]R3b&4[?]S: # > #RASJ 10-T D
[DS]R4T*REmar VI 185
DSa[R?]TR?Emar VI 197
DSR4ORIraq 54-T 5
[NS][?][dN&C]/1×2S: dN&E > #UEmar VI 151
NSa[?][?][?]S: dN&[E] > #U?Emar VI 152
[  ?]NSM?[&?][?][?]S?: [dN&E > ?]U?BLMJE 10
DSbNSa[?]dN, C&P/1×3S: dN&Emar > #UTS 14
[?][NS][?][?][?]S: dN[&E > ?]?Emar VI 145
[  ]NSaN*[?]T??Emar VI 196?
||[?][?][?]S: dN&E > #?AuOr 5-T 2
||[?][?][?]S: dN&E > #?RE 38
M&Ep[?][?]S: [? > ?]Emar VI 13
N*[?&?]/1×2S: # > #AuOr 5-T 6
M&EpdN&P/1×2S: # > #BLMJE 4
N*C/2S: # > #BLMJE 9
||dN&A/0.1×2S: # > #RE 33
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||N*C&A/1×2S: # > #RE 35
||N*A/0.2S: # > #RE 64
C&A/1×2S: # > #TS 51
[?]O: cf. R*?Emar VI 168
[?][?]/1OEmar VI 250
  /1ODaM 1-T
N*OTS 48
List 2. Data Classified by Document Type
2.1: Royal Documents (R&U and R)
RN
Of. SealingScribeDateW1(&2)Fine (1=1 lim)ContentsTypeText no.
R1: Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan, son of dIM-malik
||Dagan-ENR1dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 2
||Alal-abuM&[Ep?]R1C&dN/1×2S: dN&E* > #R&URE 34
||Abi-kapiM&Ep?R1&2dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 16
DSaNSaDagan-ENR1&2[dN&C/1×2?]S: dN&E > #R&UTS 1
R2: dIM-kabar, son of Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan
DSaNSa[?]R2?dN&Emar/[1]×2S: dN&E > [?]R&UEmar VI 1
DSaNSaAbi-kapi!MR2dN&[C]/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 144
||Abi-kapi!R2dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 52
[DS?]NSa[?]R2dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 2
DSaNSaAbi-kapiR2dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 3
[DS?][NS][?]R2dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 4
DSaNSaAbi-kapiR2#2&C/[1]×2S: #1 > #2REmar VI 156
DSAbi-kapiR2!dN&C/1×2S: R2! > #RASJ 14-T!
||Abi-kapiMR2dN&C/1×2S: R2 > #RRE 14
DSaAbi-kapiR2A/1OREmar VI 14
DSaAbdaR2P&C/0.2×2O: cf. R2RTS 86
R3a: Zu-Aštarti, son of dIM-kabar
DSImlik-DaganR3aP/2S: # > #RASJ 12-T 8
||Imlik-DaganR3aP/2S: R3a > #RRE 9
||Imlik-DaganR3aP/2S: [? > ?]RRE 79
DSbImlik-DaganR3aP/2S: # > #RTS 55
DSImlik-DaganR3aTRRA 77-T 2
||Imlik-DaganR3aT*RRE 8
DScNSbImlik-DaganR3aO: cf. R3aREmar VI 17
DSbImlik-DaganN*R3aOREmar VI 256
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R3x: Abbanu, son of dIM-kabar
DSbNSa[Abi-kapi]!R3x&bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 2
DSaNSa[?]R3x[&b]  /[1 or 2]S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 3
[DS]NSa[?]R3x&bC&P/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 11
DSaNSaAbi-kapiR3x&bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 126
||Abi-kapiMR3x&bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 71
DSaNSaAddaR3x&bC/2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 5
DSaNSaAbi-kapiMR3x&bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 6
R3b: Pilsu-Dagan, son of dIM-kabar
[DS?]NSaAbi-kapiMR3bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 4
DSb?NSaEa-damiqR3bdN&[C]/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 146
[DS?][NS][?]R3b?dN&C/[1]×2S: dN[&E > ?]R&U?Emar VI 155?
DSa?NSaAbi-kapiR3b[?]S?: [dN&E > ?]R&U?Emar VI 157
DSNSAbi-kapiR3bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UASJ 12-T 7a
||Ea-damiqR3bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 29
||  R3b?[dN&C]/1×2S: dN&E > #R&U?RE 49?
DSNSEa-damiqR3bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&USMEA 30-T 3
DSaNSa  R3bdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 7
[DS?]NSaAbi-kapiM[R3b?]dN[&C/1×2]S: dN&E > #R&U?TS 8?
DSdNSaAbi-kapiN*R3b&4dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 9
DSbNSa  R3bP/2S*: R3b with #REmar VI 8
DSbEN-malikR3bP/2S*: R3b with #REmar VI 10
DSa  N*R3bC&A/1×2S: # > #REmar VI 20
DSaNSaAbi-kapiR3b   /1S*: # with #REmar VI 159
DSNSAbi-kapiR3bdN/[1 or 2]S*: R3b > #RASJ 12-T 7b
DSDagaliN*R3bdN&C/1×2S: # > #RASJ 12-T 16
||EN-malikR3bP&C/1×2S: # > R*RRE 3
DSbEN-malikR3bP/1S: # > [?]RTS 54
DSaEN-malikMR3b&4P/1S: # > #REmar VI 125
DSbEN-malik?R3b&4P/[?]S: #, R3b > R*REmar VI 137
DSbIš-DaganN*R3b&4P/2S: # > R*REmar VI 138
DSb  N*R3b&4P/2S: # > #REmar VI 158
[DS]  R3b&4[?]S: # > #RASJ 10-T D
DSIš-DaganR3b&4P/2S: R3b, # > #RBLMJE 5
DSaEN-malikR3b!  /0.1T*REmar VI 180!
DSbEN-malikR3bT*REmar VI 183
||EN-malikR3bP/2T*RTS 35
DSaEa-damiqR3bP/[1 or 2]OREmar VI 253
DSEN-malikR3bP/0.2O: cf. R3bRBLMJE 3
||EN-malikR3bP/1O: cf. R3bRRE 21
||BabaR3bORRE 30
||Mašru- h
˘
 amisR3bORTS 47
Ea-damiqcf. N*O: cf. R4&3bRcf. Emar VI 42
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R4: Eli, son of Pilsu-Dagan
DSb?NSa  R4dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 9
DSbNSaIš-DaganNR4dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > R*R&UEmar VI 139
DSNSEa-damiqR4dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UGsK-T 4
||Ea-damiq!R4dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 5
DSbNSaIš-DaganR4[dN&C]/1[×2]S: dN&E > #R&UTS 10
DSbNSaIš-DaganR4[dN&C]/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 11
DSNSIš-DaganR4dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UZA 90-T 6
DSaNSaEa-damiqR4&5xdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UEmar VI 147
DSNSIš-DaganR4&[5x]dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UBLMJE 6
[DS]NSIš-DaganR4&5x[?]S?: [dN&E > ?]R&U?BLMJE 11
NSEa-damiq[N*?]R4&5x[dN]&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UIraq 54-T 4
||Ea-damiqR4&5xdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 24
||Ea-damiqR4&5x[dN&C/1]×2S: dN&E > #R&USMEA 30-T 4
DSbIš-DaganR4P/2S: # > #REmar VI 94
[DS][?][R4]P/[1 or 2]S: R4 > [?]REmar VI 95
DSb[  ?]Iš-Dagan[R4?][?]S?: [?]R?Emar VI 96
DSbIš-DaganR4P/2S?: [?]REmar VI 97
DSbIš-DaganR4P/1S: # > R*REmar VI 140
DSbIš-DaganR4P/2S: R4 > #REmar VI 142
[DS][?]R4P&A/[1]×2S: # > [?]REmar VI 172
DSDagaliR4C&A/1×2S: # > #RASJ 12-T 1
DSIš-DaganR4P/2S: # > #RASJ 12-T 10
DSIš-DaganR4P/2S: # > #RJCS 40-T 2
||Iš-DaganR4P/1S: # > #RRE 59
||Iš-DaganR4P/2S: # > #RRE 86a
||Iš-DaganR4P/2S*: # > #RRE 86b
DSbIš-DaganR4P/1S: R4 > #RTS 12
DSbIš-DaganR4P/2S: # > #RTS 59
DSbIš-DaganR4P/2S: # > #RTS 62
DSbIš-DaganR4P/2S*: # > #RTS 82
DSbIš-DaganR4&5xP/1S: # > R*REmar VI 141
DSIš-DaganR4&5xP/2S: # > R*RBLMJE 7
[DS?]Iš-DaganR4&5xP/[1 or 2]S: # > #RTS 60
[DS][?]Ea-damiq[R4&5x?][?]S?: [?]?Emar VI 160?
[DS][?]R4T*REmar VI 185
DSIš-DaganR4T*RRA 77-T 1
||Ea-damiqR4TRRE 15
||Iš-DaganR4T*RRE 23
DS  R4ORIraq 54-T 5
Ea-damiqcf. N*O: cf. R4&3bRcf. Emar VI 42
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R4x: Ya s
˙
 i-Dagan, son of Pilsu-Dagan
||Imlik-DaganR4xP/2S: # > #RSMEA 30-T 2
||Imlik-DaganR4xTRRE 28
R5x: dIM-kabar, son of Eli
||EN-malikR5xdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&URE 81
DSaNSaEN-malikR5xdN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #R&UTS 13
||EN-malikR5xTRAuOr 5-T 15
Others
DSaNSa  /[?][R?][?]S: dN&E > #R&U?AuOr 5-T 1
DSbIš-Dagan[R?][P?/?]S: # > #R?TS 61
[DS]Iš-Dagan[R?]T*R?Emar VI 184
DSa[?][R?]TR?Emar VI 197
2.2: Urban and Non-Royal Documents (U)
[NS?]E h
˘
 li-KušaM&[Ep?][@1?][?]S: dN&E > [?]UEmar VI 12
DSa/b?NSaE h
˘
 li-KušaM&Ep@2dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #UEmar VI 148
[NS?]E h
˘
 li-Kuša[M?&]Ep@1[dN]&C/1×2S: dN[&E] > #UEmar VI 149
NSaDagan-ENM&Ep@1dN&C/0.5×2S: dN&E > #UEmar VI 150
[NS][?][?][dN&C]/1×2S: dN&E > #UEmar VI 151
NSa[?][?][?][?]S: dN&[E] > #U?Emar VI 152
[  ]NSa[Rašap-ili]![M?&]Ep@1dN, P&C /[1]×3S: dN&E > #UEmar VI 153
NSRašap-ili [M?&]Ep@1dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #UASJ 12-T 2
[NS]Marduk-mubali t
˙
dN&C/1×2S: Emar&E > #UAuOr 5-T 3
[  ?]NS[?]M?[&?][?][?]S?: [dN&E > ?]U?BLMJE 10
||E h
˘
 li-Kuša@1dN&C/1×2S*: dN&E > #URE 22
||Dagan-ENM&Ep@1dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #URE 91
DSbNSa[?][?]dN, C&P/1×3S: dN&Emar > #UTS 14
NSaRašap-ili M&Ep@1dN&C/1×2S?: [dN&E > ?]U?TS 15
NSaE h
˘
 li-KušaM&Ep@1dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #UTS 16
NSaE h
˘
 li-KušaM&Ep@1dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #UTS 17
NSa[E h
˘
 li-Kuša]![?][@1]dN&[C]/1×2S: dN&E > #UTS 18A (ME 27)
[  ]NSaE h
˘
 li-Kuša!M&Ep@1dN&C/1×2S: [dN&]E > #UTS 18B (ME 39)
NSaAlal-abuM&Ep@3?&2dN&C/1×2S: dN&E > #U!TS 19
NSa?Dagan-ba li M&Ep@1  /1TU!AuOr 5-T 17
NSE h
˘
 li-KušaM&Ep@1&EmarO: cf. R&U U!GsK-T 6
[?][NS][?][?][?][?]S: dN[&E > ?]?Emar VI 145
||[?][?][?][?]S: dN&E > #?AuOr 5-T 2
||[?][?][?][?]S: dN&E > #?RE 38
[  ]NSa[?]N*[?]T??Emar VI 196?
Of. SealingScribeDateW1(&2)Fine (1=1 lim)ContentsTypeText no.
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2.3: Private Documents with Stipulations of Fines
Of. SealingScribeDateW1(&2)Fine (1=1 lim)ContentsTypeText no.
dIM-malikdN&A/0.2×2S: # > #Emar VI 109
Ali(?)-malikM&EpdN&A/1×2S: # > #Emar VI 110
dIM-gamilNC&A/1×2S: # > #Emar VI 111
A h
˘
 i-malikdN&A/1×2S: # > #Emar VI 130
Mašru h
˘
 e?[?&?]/1×2S: # > [?]Emar VI 161
Dagan-ENM&EpC&A/0.2×2S: # > #AuOr 5-T 4
X-DaganC&A/(1)×2S: # > #AuOr 5-T 5
[?]N*[?&?]/1×2S: # > #AuOr 5-T 6
||Abi- h
˘
 amisN  /(1)S: # > #AuOr 5-T 7
Dagali  /2S*: # with #AuOr 5-T 10
  M&EpdN&P/1×2S: # > #BLMJE 4
  N*C/2S: # > #BLMJE 9
||Alal-abu  /[?]S*: # with #RE 4
||DagaliA&C/1×2S: # > #RE 20
||Tura-a h
˘
 uN*C&A/1×2S: # > #RE 31
||  dN&A/0.1×2S: # > #RE 33
||[?]N*C&A/1×2S: # > #RE 35
||  N*A/0.2S: # > #RE 64
||Abi- h
˘
 amiscf. NdN&C/(1)×2S: # > #RE 70
||dIM-gamilM&N  /1S: # > #RE 77
  C&A/1×2S: # > #TS 51
DagaliN*C&A/1×2S: # > #TS 57
DagaliN*A/0.2S: # > #TS 58
Sin-a h
˘
 am-iddinamM&EpdN&A/0.1×2S: # > #TS 63
dIM-taliC&A/1×2S: # > #TS 67
[?][?][?]/1OEmar VI 250
[?]  /1ODaM 1-T
||Ili-a h
˘
 iA/0.2ORE 94
E h
˘
 li-KušaM&Ep@1  /1O TS 87
Of. SealingScribeDateW1(&2)Fine (1=1 lim)ContentsTypeText no.
[?]M&Ep[?][?]S: [? > ?]Emar VI 13
DagaliM&N[?]S?: [?]Emar VI 162
X-dIMM&Ep[?]S: # > #Emar VI 171
BuraquM&NTEmar VI 15
||Alal-abuTSem. 46-T 2
Mašru- h
˘
 amisTTS 50
I h
˘
 i-NabiumM&EpTTS 69
[?][?]O: cf. R*?Emar VI 168
Rašap-iliM&EpOASJ 13-T 33
2.4: Private Documents without Stipulation of Fines
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Ir ib-dMM&EpOASJ 13-T 34
dIM-gamilNOIraq 54-T 2
  N*OTS 48
||A h
˘
 i-malik[?][?][?]SMEA 30-T 18
List 3. Data of the Ekalte Texts: Classified by Document Type
Additional Abbreviations
RS = royal seal (Ekalte II 4560)H
˘
  =  h 
 ˘
azannu, “mayor”dB = dBa laka
K = kingBS = dBa laka Seal (Ekalte II 4559)
Of. SealingScribeDateW1Fine (1=1 lim)ContentsTypeText no.
RSdIM-kaRK/0.1 or K&  /0.1×2;OREkalte I 70
cf. [?]/0.2
BS[?]H
˘
  ;cf. [R?]dB&[C]/[1]×2S?: # > #H
˘
 Ekalte I 79
Apil-ŠaggarH
˘
  C/1S: # > #H
˘
  Ekalte I 96
Zu-dIMH
˘
    /?OH
˘
  Ekalte I 78
[BS][?]H
˘
  dB&C/1×2S?: [dB&E > ?]H
˘
  &U?Ekalte I 2
BSZu-dIMH
˘
  dB&C/1×2S: dB&E > #H
˘
  &UEkalte I 3
BSH
˘
  inni-iliH
˘
  dB&C/1×2S: dB&E > #H
˘
  &UEkalte I 4
BSH
˘
  inni-iliH
˘
  dB&C/1×2S: dB&E > #H
˘
  &UEkalte I 5
BSH
˘
  inni-iliH
˘
  K, dB&C/1×3S: dB&E > #H
˘
  &UEkalte I 7
BSH
˘
  inni-iliH
˘
  dB&C/(1)×2S: dB&E > #H
˘
  &UEkalte I 10
BS[?]H
˘
  dB/[1]S: dB&E > #H
˘
  &UEkalte I 47
BSPazuri-Dagan (Azu)H
˘
    /1S: dB&E > #H
˘
  &UEkalte I 74
BSBuraqumdB&C/1×2S: dB&E > #UEkalte I 6
BSBuraqumdB/1S: dB&E > [?]UEkalte I 8
BS  dB/1S: dB&E > #UEkalte I 9
BSBuraqumdB/1S: dB&E > #UEkalte I 11
BSMašru- h
˘
 amisEpdB&C/1×2S: dB&E > #UEkalte I 48
BS  dB/1S: dB&E > #UEkalte I 61
RS  dB&P/1×2S: dB&Ekalti > #UEkalte I 62
BSIkun-DagandB&C/1×2S: dB&E > #UEkalte I 73
IddiM&EpdB&C/0.3×2S: dB&Ekalti > #UEkalte I 80
BSIkun-Dagan?[?]O: cf. R&Ucf. U?Ekalte I 1
Yakun-Dagan[?][C?&]#2/1×[2]S: #1 > #2Ekalte I 12
[?]#2/2S: #1 > #2Ekalte I 15
H
˘
  inni-ili#2&C/0.2×2S: #1 > ‹#2›Ekalte I 16
[?][?]  /[?]S*: # with #Ekalte I 18
Mašru- h
˘
 amis?[?][?]/[?]S: # > #Ekalte I 45
Ikun-DaganA/[?]S: # > #Ekalte I 50
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H
˘
  inni-ili[A]/2S: # > #Ekalte I 56
dIM-ka#4/(0.1)S: #1-2 > #3-6Ekalte I 83
Apil-Šaggar  /0.2S: # > #Ekalte I 85
Ikun-DaganA/1T*?Ekalte I 91
Ikun-DaganA/0.1OEkalte I 20
Ikun-Dagan?[?]/[?]O: # > #Ekalte I 23
Ikun-Dagancf. #/0.1OEkalte I 40
Ikun-Dagan  /1OEkalte I 51
H
˘
  inni-ilumfather/0.1OEkalte I 66
Ikun-DaganA/1OEkalte I 90
Ipqi-DaganEp[?]TASJ 13-T 30?
Ikun-Dagancf. RO: # > #Ekalte I 24
Tulpi-dIMEpOEkalte I 28
Ikun-Dagan?cf. EOEkalte I 30
H
˘
  inni-iliEpOEkalte I 93
